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STELLINGEN

1) Eenrstudle van :der:elektronenyerdeling in kristallij ne

stoffen, als beschreven' door"Göttlicher en Kieselbach

is weinig zinvol.

S. Göttlicher, B. Kieselbach, Acta Cryst. A32, 4,
185 (1976). Τ

2) De door Bader en medewerkers voorgestelde verdeling van

de molekulaire elektronendichthèid vin atomaire". dichthe-

den, gebruik makend van "zero-flux surfaces", resulteert

in een niet-realistische atomaire ladingsverdeling.

R.F.W. Bader et al. Can. J. Chem. ^ 2 , 2268 (1974), ;

Mol. Phys. 3i£, 129 (1975) en referenties daarin.

3) Indien bij de bepaling van een kristalstruktuur met be-

hulp van rontgendiffraktie, de identiteit van-èën'-.atoom ·.;,:"

niet vastgesteld kan worden, is het niet juist op grond

van een veronderstelde struktuurformule dit atoom te

identificeren.

M.T. Le Bihan, Acta Cryst. ±±, 770 (1958) en dit
proefschrift.

4) Het is gewenst bij het publiceren van kristallografische

gegevens, de gemiddelde kwadratische uitwijkingen van de

atomen tengevolge van thermische vibraties, uit te druk-

ken in lengte-eenhedën en niet in fraktionelè eenheden.

5) De door Schmelz veronderstelde verdeling van de antimoon

ionen en vakatures in Sb,O3 gedoopte BaTiO, keramiek is

onyoldoende gemotiveerd. -_.'-·.

H. Schmelz, Phys. Stat. Sol, 31, 121 (1969).

6) De statistische verdeling van de zuurstof ionen in de

kristalstruktuur van Y - C S 2 Ü 2 0 7 , beschreven door Kbvba, r
et al., is onwaarschijnlijk. _„„···

L.M. Kovba,^I.A. Murav-' eva, A,S .̂ ..G-i'iova, Radio-
khimiya \^, 648 (1973). ....-"
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7) Kitaigorodsky.stelt: ten ̂ onrechte dat bij de. beschrij-5::

ving van de:interaktie tussen koolwaterstpfmolekuleri;

met ;atoom-ató

ër^axlóbsd£kuri^ \

A.I. Kitaigörüïsky., Molecular- Crystals ..and
Molecules, Academie Press - New^York,ïii 973̂ .

8) In hun recente boek stellen Van Wazer en AHsar ;téri pnr

rechte dat het uiteindelijke doel- yan-dépquaritununëcha^

nische berekening bestaat in het overbodig maken .van

het experiment.

J.R. Van Wazer, I. Absar, Electron Densities in"
Molecules and Molecular Orbitals, blz. 1, Academie
Press - New York, 1975.

9) Gezien de geruime tijd die bij diverse tijdschriften

verloren gaat tussen de ontvangst en de püblikatie.van

een wetenschappelijk artikel, is het gewenst dé titels

en auteurs van ontvangen artikelen in eèn vroeg/bij dig

stadium bekend te maken. ..·-'

10) Verkorting van de studieduur kan de ..veiligheid bij het

werken op de chemische labor~cor£a nadelig beïnvloeden.

J.W. Bats, 10 juni 1976
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C H A P T E R 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 "Electron density and the chemical bond

Since the introduction of the atomic theory of matter, physicists?

and chemists alike have been engaged in studying the fundamental

problem of the chemical bond.

In 1812 Berzelius suggested that the bonding forces were based on

electrostatic attractions.

There was no way to support - or refute - this suggestion and ho

consensus was reached. For a long time vital forces were supposed to

play a role in organic chemistry, only to be discarded when it was

shown that no fundamental difference existed between inorganic and

organic molecules. About a century later Lewis, Langmuir and Kossel

applied the newly gained knowledge of the atom to the problem of

chemical bonding. Their qualitative ideas of the electron theory of

valence were given a sound physical basis soon after the development

of quantum mechanics. However, the problem is so complex that not

all its implications have'been studied.

For a long time spectroscopie methods were the best developed tools

to study molecules. These methods lead to a wealth of information

and theories about the energy levels of the system. Diffraction

methods revealed the spatial structure, mainly in the crystalline

state, but also for isolated small molecules, to be explained by the

theories of directed valence.

The theories of Lewis, Langmuir and Kossel suggested the chemical

^bonding to be a purely electronic problem; this was shown in quantum

mechanics in 1927 by Born and Oppenheimer.

Strictly speaking, quantum mechanics deals with a probability density,

-.i.e. the distribution of the probability to find an electron in a

certain volume element. For many purposes this probability distribu-

tion may be treated simply as a smeared-out electric charge and we

speak of the electron density distribution. Hellman (1937) and

I .
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Peynman (1939) showed that the forces holding the nuclei together in

a molecule may be given an entirely classical interpretation once

the electron density has been derived by quantum mechanics. Accord-

ing to their work the formation of the chemical bond is accompanied

by a shift of electron density.

The quantum mechanical expression for the probability of finding any

electron of an N-electron system in de volume element dr. , without

reference to spin, is given by:

p(r
x
) = N **(r^,r

2
,—r

N
) ffr^r^,—r

N
)dr

2
...dr

N
 (1.1)

where Ψ represents the molecular electronic wavefunction (e.g.

McWeeny and Sutcliffe, 1969). This reduces in the generally applied

one-determinant approximation to:

Ν
P(r) = 1 φ·(Γ) (1.2)

where the electron density is summed over the occupied molecular

orbitals.

Of considerable interest is the so-called deformation density, intro-

duced by Roux et al. (1956) and defined ass

Κ·

1

Ap(r) = P ( r )
m o l
 - I p(r)

atom
(1.3)

This is the molecular electron density minus the electron density of

a superposition of isolated spherical atoms located at the nuclear

positions in the molecule. This deformation density corresponds to

the electron density change on molecule formation and therefore

provides considerable insight in the nature of the chemical bonding.

As the features in the deformation density are in the order of

1. e/A , while the maxima in the total density of a molecule con-

sisting of first row atoms are in the order of 1000. e/&?, it is

clear that the accuracy of the molecular wavefunctions is of great

importance in the theoretical electron density study.

Approximated and simplified quantum chemical calculations have been

found to give ill representations of the bonding density, though

other properties like dipole moments and energies may be predicted

1

i
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to a better extent (Cade, 1972; Jones, Pautler and Coppens, 1972;

Smith and Richardson, 1967). Very extensive quantum chemical calcula-

tions will be required for electron density studies (Cade, 1972) .

However, the computing time of such calculations increases dramatic-

ally with increasing complexity of the molecule. Only small molecules,

often of little practical interest, are therefore suitable for

theoretical electron density studies. Most work so far has been con-

cerned with di- or triatomic molecules (Bader, Henneker and Cade,

1968; Cade, Bader, Henneker and Keaveny, 1969; Hazelrigg and Politzer,

1969). ,

An experimental determination of the electron density distribution

would therefore be of great interest as it would not only allow for

a verification of°the theoretical electron density but would also

provide the information about the chemical bonding in structures of

more moderate sizes, which are beyond the range of accurate quantum

chemical calculations. The only experimental method for determina-

tion of the electron density is the X-ray diffraction method.

1.2 Electron density and X-ray diffraction

Although it has been known for more than half a century that X-ray

diffraction provides information on the electron distribution in

atoms and molecules (Debye, 1915; Debye and Scherrer, 1918), the ex-

perimental accuracy has for a long time been too limited for this

purpose. However, with the availability of fast, automatic single

crystal diffractometers and an improvement in the accuracy of the

diffraction experiment, considerable attention has been given during

the past decade to accurate X-ray diffraction studies of the electron

density distribution in molecular crystals. An extensive review of

the progress made in this field has recently been given by Coppens

(1975).

The electron density in a crystal is related to the intensities of

the X-ray diffraction experiment by the expression:

•w-•{-*!
(H)

exp (- 2iriHr) (1.4)

(James, 1948), where V represents the. volume of the unit cell and
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FQbs(H) is the structure factor, whose magnitude is observed in the

X-ray diffraction experiment. Η is the reciprocal lattice vector

defined by:

i

I
i
I

Ή = ha? --+?skb*-;+ lc*

with a*, b* and c* the basis vectors"'fofvtheTreciprdcaliunit; cell: and

h, k and 1 the indices".of the;-reflecting;plane.';The determination^of

the phase angle ̂  ^H^iisjirtie^classicai:problem,in^CTystallography.

A scale factor k is needed in;e^.X1.4^ as^the observed structure

factors are generally bbtainei^^6ΐ;atf-arbiitrary scale.^It^jis „obvious

that only a finite number of ΐ reflections ̂  can - be Cobtained iexperiment-

ally. The electron density will therefore be ̂ bsèrvèjdfwothia^resolu-

tion depending on the condition of the-X-ray;diffraction experiment.

As in electron density studies one is interested in the change of

the electron density on the formation of the chemical bonds, rather

than in the total density, a deformation - or difference - density

as in eq.(1.3) is calculated:

obs(H) exp(- 2iriHr) (1.6)

VS

:|

if
f si

The calculated structure factors are based on a model consisting of

a superposition of isolated spherical atoms, centered at the

positions of the atomic nuclei in the crystal and undergoing thermal

vibrations identical to those of the nuclei in the crystal structure.

They are as: *

f
itJ
f

unitJcell
l pf°m(r) dV (1.7)

where the summation takes place over all the atoms; in the unit cell.

This expression may be written in more explicit form as: ^ I.
atoms

f. exp(2iriHr.) T.
J J J

(1.8)

where f. corresponds to the scattering factor of atom j and r. iis a
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vector describing the position of the j atom. Τ. is the temperature

factor of atom j . It is related to tue symmetrical tansor U,

describing th. mean square atomic displacements resulting from

thermal' vibrations: - * .'
:r
' "'"

K
'3f-~"'"r----"°*v

:r
"t-T;

:
'
i
" '"-'•"'..&,vsii-""""·'"

1
'""'"' "·'·

εχρ[-

Experimental electron density, studies therefore"require the atomic

positions and vibrations in the -crystalirto^be.^kn^n^wittoigrea't^'''
1

accuracy. • ' . :r;\^-t''t;:S^^A'=!:
;
^'

:
'''

The classical way to obtain the atomic.'.pâ ameteÏs.1 is'^Hy^^least,

squares refinement of the niodeltistructure mentioned above to the ob-

served x-ray data, A serious ,problem arisesijas rtherelectrbh density;
in the structure not entirely consists „of ;óf; sphéfièal

atoms, but of the aspherical bonding density" as wellÏ The least

squares refinement will then result in the boiiding density to be ac-

counted for by small shifts of the positional and thermal parameters

from their real values so as to minimize the density difference

between the observed and the model structure ^Dawspn, 1964; Coppens

and Coulson, 1967). It is clear that the use-of those atomic para-

meters in the calculation of the difference density following eq.

(1.6) would result in a considerable underestimation óf the deforma-

tion density. Alternative ways will therefore be needed to obtain

the atomic parameters needed in electron density work. Two of such

methods exist:

1) the high order X-ray refinement;

2) neutron diffraction.

1) The bonding electrons in a structure contribute mainly to the re*·

flections at low scattering angles. This is illustrated in Fig.

1.1, where the X-ray scattering f actor of a nitrogen atom is '

divided over contributions of the core and the valence electrons'.

The latter contribution is found to decrease very rapidly with

increasing scattering angle. Assuiningjthat only thé valence

electrons in the structure are involved in the chemical bonding,

it is clear that a refinement of the model structure ort the^ X-ray

reflections athigh scattering angles, will: result in atomic para-

meters little affected by chemical bonding. "";-·-_ ";.'-'

_ ΐ9 -_
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Figure' 1.1

Valence, core and total scatter-
ing factor of a nitrogen atom.

10 1-5
SIN δ/λ

Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain realistic atomic

parameters for hydrogen atoms by lack of coxre electrons. Moreover

there is evidence that small contributions of the, aspherical

density to the high order X-ray reflections still oacur for

strongly hybridized atoms (Coppens, 1969; Coppens, 1974).

2) Neutrons are, in constrast to X-rays, scattered by the atomic^

nuclei. A neutron diffraction experiment will-therefore result in

atomic parameters free of any bonding effects. Quantitative

electron density studies therefore require the X-ray diffraction

experiment to be combined with a neutron diffraction experiment

as first applied by Coppens (1967) in a study of s-triazine.

As the neutron diffraction experiment requires the use of a

nuclear reactor, the combined X-ray and neutron experiment is not

generally applicable and the high order X-ray refinement keeps

its important role in electron density studies. ;

Electron density difference syntheses as given in eq.(1.6), based

on X-ray diffraction intensities and neutron atomic parameters,

are generally known as X - Ν syntheses, in contrast to the dif-

ference syntheses based on the atomic parameters from the X-ray"""

refinement, which are known as X - X syntheses.

As the deformation density is always very small compared with the:

total electron density, it is clear that only very accurate X-ray

and neutron diffraction studies are useful in electron density'

studies. Special attention has to be paid to obtain optimal accuracy

Ϊ
f
''S
11

I
I
n
Μ-
3&
i
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by the repeated measurement of the intensities and careful cor-

rections for effects as absorption and extinction which may weaken

the incident and diffracted X-ray or neutron beams on their way

through the crystal. The observed electron density is the tiave-

average over het thermal vibrations in the crystal. Of interest

"therefore is the measurement at reduced temperature so that the

thermal motions of the atoms decrease and the observed electron

density will be less affected by thermal smearing.

Most electron density studies performed so far have been concerned

with organic structures consisting of first row atoms and are re-

viewed by Coppens (1975) and Dawson (1975). Some progress

has recently been made with the second row homonuclear series Si,

Sg and Cl
2
 (Stevens and Coppens, 1975) and a few electron density

studies have even been applied to transition metal complexes (Rees

and Coppens, 1973; Rees and Mitschler, 1975; Wang and Coppens, 1976)

1.3 Outline of the -present work

The following aspects will be studied in this work:

- the electron density distribution in sulfur containing compounds;

- the charge distribution in some inorganic structures;

- a comparison of experimental and theoretical electron densities.

Although the sulfur atom contains considerably more core electrons

than the first row elements, it is still within the scope of an

electron density study. Many features make sulfur containing com-

pounds attractive for quantum chemical studies. In contrast to the

first row elements, the sulfur atom can be invoked in more than

four chemical bonds. Cruickshank (1961) has considered

this as an evidence for a contribution of sulfur 3d orbitals

to the chemical bonding in sulfur containing compounds, though more

recent theoretical calculations show that the bonding in these com-

pounds may be interpreted in terms of s and ρ orbitals alone

(Bartell, Su and Yow, 1970). An electron density study of cyclic

octasulfur showed the appearance of the S - S bond in that compound

to be different from bonds between first row atoms (Coppens,

Blessing, Yang and Larsen, 1976).

Only limited attention has been given-to electron density studies
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of other sulfur containing compounds (Taurine: O'Connell, 1969;

β-sulfanilamide: O'Connell and Maslen, 19S7; 2-methylaminobenzo-

thiazole: Fehlmann, 1970; picrylsulfonic acid tetrahydrate: Lundgren

and Tèllgren, Ï974) and are mainly™of limited accuracy. An accurate

study of a number of bonds between sulfur and first row atoms is

expected to throw more light O K the nature of the sulfur bonding.

It has been suggested by Pauling (1948) and Slater (1965) that the

net atomic charges in crystalline solids are in general considerably

smaller than a straight ionic model would predict. Experimental

evidence has been given by Cooper, Larsen, Coppens and Giese (1973)

from a charge density study on the mineral kernite. A determination

of the charge migration in inorganic structures by means of popula-

tion analyses thus seems of considerable interest.

Only limited progress /has been made with the comparison of the ex-

perimental and the theoretical electron density as few of the \struc-l

tures, adopted so far for electron density measurements^ are suitable

for theoretical calculations. An adequate formalism is necessary to

account for the thermal smearing of the-static, theoretical density

to make the comparison possible. Preliminary results have been re-

ported for tetracyanbethylene (Becker, Coppens and Ros,-1973)> 2>5-

dimethyl-3-hexyn-2,5-diol (Helmholdt, 1975) and the nitrate group

(De With, Harkema and Feil, 1975).In all cases the agreement· between

theory and experiment seemed satisfactory.

The remainder of this chapter will discuss the compounds used in the

present study. A review of the main experimental techniques and data

reduction methods used in this works is given in Chapter 2. Chapter 3;

deals with the refinement and a discussion of the crystal structures.

The analysis of the electron density and its interpretation in terms'••'-

of chemical bonding is the subject of Chapter 4. i Τ \

Chapters 5 and 6 finally deal with a quantitative interpretation of

thé electron densities by means of population analyses and a -i- -. :

quantitative comparison of the observed electron densities with : ν

t h e o r y . - · "-•' '•" • · " - " - - . - - '
 :
 ; - - - ' ' , _ - _ _ - • = - , " - " - > " • -." _• _ • ' - · " - • · / •

 :
" " " · '--'' --• · . ' - '
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1.4 Dieousaion of the compounds used in the present study

The following compounds have been adopted for the electron density

studies described in this thesis:

Si §ulfaniic_acid (H3N - SÓ3)

Its crystal structure is relatively simple (Sass,;1960)>; sb^that

atomic parameters can/be obtained1 with=considerable accuracy. Of

interest is the^binding=in theT; 5 --\N Jandl s"^ ;0 bonds and phe

nature of the oxygen atoms," whose^ hybrïdizaCipnistateÏis "not

easily predictable x>n qualitative grounds. ;A 'combined X-ray and

neutron diffraction study has been performed; at} i78oK.

The compound is of interest for thermanyvdifferent tyPes o f

ing present in the structure, including C - S and S - O bonds,

the bonds in the aromatic ring and the hydrate molecule binding.

As a result of the size of the unit cell, the structure is not

suitable for an accurate neutron diffraction experiment; A pre-

liminary X-ray diffraction study, was performed at rpom-temperaturé

to determine the crystal structure and an accurate: X-ray: dif-

fraction study at 78°K was subsequently performed for the electron

density analysis.

JS-JSt
2i§ZÊiï?ËE£lEi2£bi3diSS2iS (HS-CN ^C-SH)

The main interest in the compound is the nature of the sulfur

bonding, which may be different from those in the previous com-

pounds. An X-ray diffraction study at room-temperature was per-

formed to determine the structure and to study the electron..

density.

Sodium_cy.anide_dihy,drate (NaCN. 2H20)

The crystal structure of NaCN.2H2O was originally determined by

Le Bihan (1958) and although that study was not very accurate, it

was concluded that the CN group in NaCN.2H2O is ordered

as a result of involvement of this group in hydrogen bonding, in

contrast to many simple cyanides which are disordered. Determina-

tion of the electron density seemed of considerable interest,
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since the theoretical study of the cyanide ion is relatively easy,

and since it might provide an insight in the nature of the bind-

ing of the water molecule in crystalline hydrates.

An accurate X-ray diffraction study was performed at 150°K.

-ff

'Ji

(NaSCN)

In the course of this work a determination ofjthe crystal struc-

ture of NaSCN was reported by Van Rooyen andiBoeyensι (1975),.

Owing to its simplicity, the .structure issuitable for |èlectron

density studies as it allows for comparison;with' theoryν The

nature of the sulfur atom, of which the:'hybridization state cannot

be predicted from qualitative argumënts-easiïy, and: the charge

distribution over the atoms are of interest.

Accurate X-ray diffraction studies werer performed at 15iO°K and 8l°K

and subsequently a neutron diffraction experiment. After the

structure had been refined it was found that during the latter

experiment the temperature had been about 94°K instead of the 81°K

desired.

Ammonium_thigcYanate (NH.SCN)

This compound is related to the previous one and is therefore of

great interest for comparison, as the deformation density in both

thiocyanates is expected to be fairly similar. Also of interest

is the possible effect of the cations on the polarizable sulfur

atom and the charge distribution in the crystal.

The structure of NH^SCN has previously been refined from room-

temperature X-ray data by Zavodnik, Zvonkova, Zhdanov and Mire-

vick (1972). No parameters for the hydrogen atoms were reported in

their work, so that the present study can also be of interest for

revealing the hydrogen bond system, which is expected to form the

main interaction between the NH 4 and SCN groups.: .

A combined x-ray and neutron diffraction study was performed at

81°K.

IE

I

i
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I
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I
1
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C H A P T E R 2

REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

AND !DATA REDUCTION METHODS-

,'"=*

2.2 Requirements

The extremely small effects to be determined require, experimental:

work of great accuracy. In thischapter,we^ shall discuss the equip-

ment used in the diffraction experiments, the measuring procedures

required to.obtain accurateiX-ray and neutron diffraction data and

subsequently the reduction of thé data. .

2.2 Equipment

The X-ray dif fraction, experiments were performed on a PICKER-FACS-I

four circle, single crystal diffractométer.ƒThree of its circles are

available to bring the crystal in the desired orientation and the

fourth is used to position the scintillation counter. The dif f ractp-

roeter can be operated automatically,controlled by. a PDP;-8 computer.

The intensity data observed are stored on a magnetic tape. MoK^:

radiation was used in all X~ray experiments, because of its suitable

wavelength (λ = 0.71069 A) for the collection of high order re-

flections .
r

As shown by Coppens et al. (1974), a monochromator used in X-ray

diffraction may cause a serious narrowing of the beam.cross section

in the plane of the incident and diffracted beam of the monochroma-

tor. Consequently systematic errors may occur when the crystal is

not spherical or not perfectly centered. For this reason the X-ray

diffraction experiments were performed with non-monochromatic radia-

tion, the β radiation being removed by a Niobium filter. Experiments

with a small calibration crystal showed the beam used in the X-̂ ray

diffraction experiments to be homogeneous over eeh diameter of ̂

1.8 mm.

Experiments at low temperatures were performed by using one of the

following cooling systems. .
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1) An_ENRAF2NQNiyS_gdis_flow_sy.stem.

A stream of cold nitrogen gas is blown over the crystal. The

temperature is selected by the rate of nitrogen gas supplied and

adjusted by a heater in the nozzle of the supply tube. Tem-

peratures could bjë reactód¥_as iow^as;ÏÖ0oKi,,

Although the system is: simplerin-Jiandling jfthe:; nitro^gen; consumpr

tion is high and the temperatur^:stabiïïtyi not;;always^adequate.

Serious ice forming on the crystal-ofteh occurs-, in,particular

at very low temperatures. The effect can be minimized by inter-

rupting the gas flow in order to allow the icé toMmelt, whenever

it is necessary.

2) ïïil_£EY25£iÈ described by Coppens, Ross, Blessing, Cooper, Larsen,

Leipoldt, Rees and Leonard (1974) .

The cryostat walls are made of beryllium. The absorption of MoKa

radiation by the Be walls is small (= 3%) and easily corrected.

As the incident beam is finely collimated and a receiving

aperture is used in front, of the counter,radiation scattered by

the Be walls cannot enter the counter.

The cryostat can be cooled with either nitrogen or helium gas.

The temperature is adjusted by the choice of the cryogen and the

boil-off pressure in the liquid nitrogen or liquid helium supply

vessel. The temperature is controlled by a heater in the copper

block on which the crystal is mounted. The cryogen consumption is

low and the temperature stability high (= 0.1°K).

The cryostat has therefore been used for most of the low tem-

perature X-ray diffraction experiments described in this thesis.

Only for the measurement of NaCN.2H2O and the 150°K data set of

NaSCN the gas flow system was used, as the cryostat was not avail-

able at that time.

The neutron diffraction experiments were performed at the High Flux

Beam Reactor of Brookhaven National Laboratory^on a four circle,

single crystal diffractometer. A monochromatized neutron; beam with a

wavelength of approximately 1.0 A was used. The beam was homogeneous

over a diameter of about 9 mm. The low temperature studies were^per-

formed by means of a liquid nitrogen cooled cryostat. The cryostat

wall is made of aluminum and has a spherical shape. The absorption

i

a-
if

fi
1
I

I

- 28 -
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of radiation by the cryostat wall is small (* 1%) and not angular

dependent. Careful collimation is used to prevent scattered radia-

tion from the Al wall to enter the counter. The temperature stability

of the cryostat is high (= 0.2°K). By measuring the ferromagnetic

-phase transition point in a FeFj. single crystal, tlie actual·^crystal

-temperature was shown to be within 0.8?K of the recorded^temperature.

2.3 Measuring procedures

1) X-ray diffraction

Since the use of non-monochromatic X-ray radiation results in

fairly high background radiation a careful treatment pf back-

ground measurement is called for in order to obtain reliable net

intensities. So the step-scanning mode suggested by Lehmann and

Larsen (1974) was used for the data collection. The θ - ,2θ scan-

ingjgttodji was used" with, a variable scan width: Δ (θ) = a + Btg6, at

intervals in θ of 0.015° and a counting time of 1.0 second per

step. The parameters a and 3 in the scan width were selected for

each crystal such that about 50% of the scan width contained the

Bragg peak and the remainder was background (see Fig.2.1).

BRAGG PEAK

Figure 2.1

The step scan profile

ΔΙ23Ι

The number of steps in the scan depends on the width of the dif-

fraction profiles and ranged in general from about 60 steps !for

the reflections at low diffraction:angles to about 100 near the

limit of the 2θ - arc at 2 6 = 120°. The reflection profiles re-

sulting from the step scans were analysed with the method

- 29 -
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described by Blessing, Coppens and Becker (1974) to separate the

net Bragg intensity from the background and to determine the

statistical error in each intensity. The procedure is as follows:

Suppose a scan consists of η steps with observed intensities N.

(i= 1, ... n) . If nu corresponds"t<*;thej-last; step
 f
.! Which still

belongs to the first background interval, and̂ rn-Vtoithe"'.first'

step of the second background interval (see Fig.2.1), the net in-

tensity of the Bragg reflection is calculated as:

I = Τ E

with Τ = I

m
l

Β = I
η

and
m, + 1

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

Assuming counting statistics based on a Poisson distribution, the

standard deviation in the net intensity is:

(2.5)

The procedure to obtain the values nu and m has been described

by Lehmann and Larsen (1974) and is based on the fact that the

ratio σ(I)/I increases if part of the Bragg peak is included in

the background estimate or if too much background is included in

the peak.

This step-scanning technique gives an optimal signal to noise

ratio.

2) Neutron diffraction

Intensity changes in the incident beam require the monitoring of

the incident beam in neutron diffraction. Step-scanning is there-

fore common practice in neutron diffraction.

Α θ - 2θ scanning mode was performed with a variable scan width

t
•Ji
''•Ί

'B
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Μ θ) = α + BtgQ, such that about 50% of the scan width contained

the Bragg peak. The step interval was taken as a variable

(multiple of 0.01°) to make each scan to consist of approximately

50 steps. The counting time per step was taken as 8 seconds in

the sulfamic acid experiment and 5 seconds in the NaSCN and

NHiSCN experiments. The step-scan data were analysed as in the

X-ray case by the Lehmann-Larsen formalism.

Owing to the symmetry of the crystal system a number of reflec-

tions have - after correction for absorption of radiation - the

same intensity. These reflections are known as symmetry equi-

valent reflections.

For crystallographic studies it is sufficient to measure only one

set of independent reflections. Systematic and accidental errors,

however, may occur together with the normal statistical errors.

Although the relative statistical errors can be reduced by the

choice of a longer scan time, it is preferable to spend the time

on measuring symmetry equivalent reflections. This not only're-

sults in a similar reduction of the relative statistical errors,

but averages over systematic and accidental errors as well.

§t5öaard_reflections

The observed intensities may be affected by:

1) fluctuations in the incident beam intensity;

2) fluctuations in the counter response as a result of room-

temperature variations;

3) absorption of radiation by ice formed on the sample when cool-

ing with the gas flow system;

4) decay of the crystal due to evaporation and/or radiation

damage.

As far as these variations occur slowly, they can be corrected by

measuring a number of standard reflections (in general 3 fairly

strong reflections, distributed over the reciprocal lattice), at

regular time intervals and rescaling the observations with respect

to these standards if significant changes of the standards occur.

This scaling is performed by calculating a scale factor as a
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function of the reflection serial number by a fit through the ob-

served standards.

I
2.4 Reduction, of the observed intensities

Before the observed intensities can be related, to the structure

factors, they have to be corrected for a number of effects:

Si absorption

Absorption of radiation by a crystal will reduce the diffracted

intensity. The transmission factor for absorption is given by:

= i J exp(- μΤ) dV
crystal

(2.6)

where μ represents the linear absorption coefficient and Τ the

path length of the incident and diffracted beam through the crys

tal. The transmission factor has been calculated for each re-

flection by a numerical integration over the volume of the crys-

tal, as described by Coppens (1969) .

kt

When the setting angles of the reflection to be scanned are such

that the crystal is in position for another reflection as well,

interference may lead to a reduction (Aufhellung) or increase

(ümweganregung) of the intensity of the primary reflection. Since

the data were collected by rotating about a non-crystallographic

axis, it was assumed that only one point of the reciprocal lattice

was in a reflecting position at a time. For the X-ray data set of

sulfamic acid this assumption was verified by a test calculation.

c. Gegmetrical_and_Eolarization_factors

Data reduction requires the correction for geometrical and

polarization factors. Standard expression are used throughout.

Application of the correction factors results in a set of squared

structure factors {F (H,i)}, where the subscript ο refers to ob-

servation, Η is the reciprocal lattice vector defined in Chapter

1 and i represents the i equivalent observation of F(Η).

m
,Μ

I
'•'•Μm

3

II
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Although symmetry related reflections have the same structure

factor, the uncorrected, unsealed,,measured, intensities mayl.___.

differ, leading to : different accuraciesiinXthestructure.factors,

So the equivalent reflections" are^weight^ayeragedr «-

w(H,i) F*(Hfl> / I w(H,i) (2.7)

The weight of an individual observation is related to its standard

deviation by:

w(H,i) = 1/σ' (2.8)

The weight of an averaged relection is taken as the sum of the

weights of the individual reflections:

W(<F2(H)>) = I w(H,i) (2.9)

The equality of the structure factors of the equivalent reflec-

tions allows for the calculation of an internal consistency

factor defined as:

= Σ (H (2.10)

The internal consistency factor gives an indication of the

relative accuracy of the individual reflections and values of 3%

or better are generally found in careful work. " - • ',·''-· "

In those cases where several observations exist for each independ-

ent reflection, the sample variance s can be useful to estimate

the variance σ of the individual reflections:

l (2.1U

As in general 2 or 3 observations of each reflection are made, a

stat i s t ical treatment as in éq-.12-/lï)'jrwouid-;"^ead'~i:9\"unreriablé-:'·'

variances. " ; : ^ ;-*;vf
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The weighing scheme obtained from (2.9) is always found to under-

estimate the standard deviations of the strong reflections and

sometimes underestimates the standard deviations of the very weak

reflections too.

The following empirical expression for the variance'can bemused

and seems to lead to consistent results:

counting {k-F2(H,i)}:
(2.12)

Comparison with sample variances, calculated in pases where

several measurements of equivalent reflections exist, shows the

expression to be valid (De With ;joid Feil, 1976).·

The parameters k' and c1 are easily found by comparison with eq.

(2.11). In case the equivalent observations of each independent

reflection are of comparable accuracy and of the same number,

eq.(2.12) can be replaced by:

counting
{k<F2(H)>};

(2.13)

Equation (2.13) is often used and similar expressions have been

applied in the present work.

Extinction

The diffraction theory generally used is based on the existence

of "ideally imperfect" crystals, in which thé mosaic blocks are

small and not perfectly aligned. The effects due to a; more per-

fect character of the crystals are known as extinction. Primary

extinction is the result of thé interference of the incident arid

diffracted beam and is important in crystals: with large perfect .

blocks. : . ;

Secondary extinction, the most common form of extinction, occurs r:

when the incident beam is significantly^ weakened on its way

through the crystal as a result of scattering of intensity. This

is the case for strong reflections when the mosaic spread in the Γ.

crystal is small. Anisotropy of the extinction will occur when
:
>vi

the mosaic spread or the block size is not the" same in different

directions.

4
-I
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A general description of the extinction theory has been given by

Zachariasen (1967).

An extensive method to correct both the isotropic and the aniso-

tropic extinction in X-ray and neutron diffraction has been de-

scribed ~by, Becker and CoppensV (1974 ,j~l975)_. The corrections were

found to be adequate in many cases where severe extinction occur-

ed (Becker and Coppens, 1975).
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C H A P T E R 3

THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF

2 , S-DIMERCAPTOTHIADIAZOLE /;; SODIUM CYANIDE DIHYDRATE,

SODIUM SULFANILATE DIHTORATE, SULFAiaiG ACID ,V

SODIUM THlÖCYANATEj'AND AMMONIUM THIÖCYANATE;

I
I
f·!

I

This chapter will describe the crystallographic studies of the title

compounds.

As far as relevant for the present work, information concerning the

experimental part and the refinement of the structureer will'be given

in short in sections 3.1 and 3.2. More extensive des crip t ions will

be published elsewhere (Acta Crystallographica, to be submitted).

5.2 Experimental information

Crystallographic data and general information concerning the data

collection are reported in Tables 3.1.1-6 for each of the structures.

TABLE 3.1.1 Experimental Information

215-dimercaptothiadiazole

temperature
a
b
c

β

V

spacegroup

wavelength

crystal volume

(°K)

(ft)
(ft)
(ft)
(°)
(ft3)

(ft)
(mm3)

number of quadrants measured

(sine/λ)^^

number of reflections

number of independent
reflections

absorption coefficient

transmission range

o(F2) ·

(ft"1)

(at"1)

295

6.225

10.593

9.248

113.65

558.6

Ρ2χ/ο

(1)
(3)

(3)

(1)
(3)

0.71069

0.051
1

0.90
3202 .

2411
11.41

0.699 -

{a2

+(0.03 ]

J.761

TABLE 3.1.2 Experimental Information

NaCN.2H
2
O

a
c
 represents o(F ) from counting statistics

temperature
a

b

c

Β
V

spacegroup.

wavelength

crystal volume

(°K)

(ft)
(ft)
(ft)

(°)
(ft3)

(ft) •

(mm3)

number of quadrants measured

( B i n e / x ) m a x '•:'•-•-

number o£ reflections

number of independent
reflections

absorption coefficient

transmission range

internal consistency
f a c t o r ' '-' •

o ( F 2 )

AlT1)

. (cm"-)

(%)

150

5.968

10.508

6.572

102.07

403.2

Ρ2χ/ο

(2)

(4)

(2)

(2 )

(2)

0.71069 -

0.033

3

0.92

6729

2701
2.25

(K923 -

1.8

0.957

o.c +- ri.oi F 2
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3.1.3 Experimental Information
Na-Bulfanilate.2H,0

temperature
a
b

c
¥

spacegroup

wavelength

crystal volume

(°K>

(A)
(A)
(A) -"
(A3)

(A)
(mm3)

number of octants measured
(siné/X),^

number of reflections
number, of independent;
"• reflections

absorption coefficient

transmission range
internal consistency

factor
o(F2)

(A"1)

(cm"1)

(%)

295
23.895 (5) .

"iouöiVuV
:7.944 (2) ;

1917:4 ' (7)

" Pbca ·' '-
0.71069
0.036

2

0.70

5838

2797
3.97

0.898 - 0.918

1.86
{s2+(0.02F2)2J%

78

, ,23.924
1 ;Lio.oo6

;•-? 7.932.

51898.8»'
•iPbca:s;

0.7Ϊ0(

0.084

4

1.00

18095

5960
3.83

0.844 -

3.0

-(7) _

(l>

-(6>;
:

0.853

o
c
 + 0i02 F

2

Each data set has been

measured and reduced
as described in Chap·*

^er ' . 2. '•-£-,[, '^'^^scrt^Sy-'''
J Iti;can;be notijced that

TABLE 3.1.4 Experimental Information

sulfamic acid

^scribed in.this: work;
;
:',•

turned out tp,.haye a "

'centrösymmëtric spacé-

; group. This is;;an: ad-,ΐ

yaritage^as iipn^centroT

/symmetric strüctiirésir

iarefyLessJsüitaKile^f or

electron density's-

studies as?a?result

.of Uncertainties in

the phase angles of

the structure factors.

Of special importance

in electron density

studies is the resolu-

tion obtained: iii the

X-iray experiments. The

resolution is low for

the room temperature

studies where the inr,

tensities decrease

very rapidly with iii-r

creasing scattering v

angles. "No high order--.;

reflections were ob-

tained for example iri:

: the^ room temperature /

work on sodium sulfanilate dihydrate. A limited number" of high order

reflections were collected for 2,5-dimercaptothiadiazole. Many of

them, however, were extremely weak, affecting the accuracy of the

atomic parameters in the high order X-ray refinement.

-

temperature (°K)

a l&)

b d)
c (&)

V a3)
spacegroup

wavelength (JO
crystal volume (mm)
number of octants measured

t s ^ ^ m a x · ^ >
number of reflections

number of independent
ref lee dons

absorption coefficient (cm-1)

transmission range

internal consistency
factor (%)

ö(F2}

neutron

79
8.036 (3)

8.025 (3)

9.236 (S)

595.6 (5)
Pbca

1.0008

2.9
2

0.80

2995

1283
1.62

0.754 -0.841

3.6
oc + 0.03 F

2

X-ray

78

8.034 (1)

8.020 (1)

9^236 (2)

595.1 (2)
Pbca

0.71069

0.019
2

1.23

7986

4464
--.· 8.55
0.769-0.831

1.2
to2+(0.02F2)2}%
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T A B L E 3.1.5 Experimental Information

NaSCN

temperature (°K)

a (A)

b (A)

c (A)

V (A3)
spacegroup

wavelength (Ü)

crystal volume - (mm )

number of octants measured

(sina/λ)^ (A"
1
)

number of reflections

number of independent
reflections

absorption coefficient (cm )

transmission range

internal consistency
factor (%)

a(F
2
)

X-ray

150

4.047 (1)

5.604 (1)

13.279 (2)

301.18 (10)

Pmcn

0.71069

0.031

3

1.10

4185

1822

8.76

0.754 - 0.812

2.3

o
c
 + 0.02 F

2

X-ray

81 _,

,4.038;. (1)

5.602^2)

13;281,(4)

300.40- (16)

Pmcn " .

0.71069

0.017

3

1.22

3658

1499

8.84

0.770 - 0.799

1.5

{o
2
+(0.015F

Z
)

 2
+10

2
}'

i

neutron
.-94-

r
_,-._--

 :
 ;.

ï , 4.035:_(2)

S ΐΙδ.601 (2)'-Λ

rl3.276 (5)

. 3C0.04 (22)

• .Pmcn'

1.0164

5.00

2

0.70

1294

469

0.02

0.996 - 0.998

-

o
c
 + 0.03 F

2

TABLE 3.1.6 Experimental Information

temperature

a

b

c

β

V

spacegroup

wavelength

crystal volume

(°K)

(il
(&) ·
(A)

(°)
(&

3
>

(&)
(mm

3
)

number of quadrants measured

(sinB/Xjj^

number of reflections

number of independent
reflections

absorption coefficient

transmission range

internal consistency
factor

ale
2
)

(A"
1
)

(cm"
1
)

-

(%)

neutron

81

4.142 (1)

7.063 (3)

13.078 (3)

97.19 (1)

379.6 (2)

P2
x
/c

1.0164

3.00

2

0.70-

2716

1070

1.47

0.789 - 0.891

1.90

ô . + 0.02: F
2

X-raj

81

4.138

7.074

13.090

97.19

380.2

P2
X
/C

Γ

(2)

(3)

(5)

(3)

(3)

0.71069

0.11

3

0.95

3679

1644

5.95

0.747 -

0.96

{o
2
+(0.015F

J.796

2
)

2

+
10

2
}^

The situation improved dramatically on temperature reduction, result-

ing in a large increase in resolution. . ;
 ;

 ;
 :

 :

In the case of sulfamic^ acid, whichrshowed fairly:*• small thermal ^ c-

1
i
I
1
'I
-'S

i
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motion, the collection of the X-ray data had to be terminated at

sine/λ =1.23 it"
1
, the experimental limit of the diffractometer being

reached. The reflections were still fairly strong for this level of

resolution, leading to a considerable series termination effect in

a Fourier synthesis of the electron density.

In the cases where more than one set of independent data was collect-

ed, the internal consistency factor (eq.2.10) is included in Tables

3.1.1-6. Also included are the adopted weighing scheme and the

minimum and maximum values of the transmission factor due to absorp-

tion.

S.2 Structure elucidation and parameter refinement

This section, describes the results of fitting a model structure to

the experimental structure factors. The'model structure consists of

the superposition of spherical atoms and contains the positional and

thermal parameters of each of the atoms. _··.-..·-

The crystal structures of 2,5-dimercaptothiadiazole, Na-sulfanilate.

2H
2
O and NaSCN were determined by direct methods, using the program

MULTAN (Germain, Main and Woolfson, 1971). Initial positional para-

meters for the atoms in NaCN.2H
2
0, sulfamic acid and NH.SCN were

taken from previously reported determinations (Le Bihan, 1958; Sass,

1960; Zavodnick, Zvonkova, Zhdanov and ̂ ir^vick, 1972).

X-ray scattering factors for the non-hydrogen atoms were taken from

the International Tables for X-ray Crystaliogfaphy, Vol.IV (1974).

Molecular optimized scattering factors of::Stewart, Davidson and Simp-

son (1965) wereused for the hydrogen atoms. For the second row

elements sodium and sulfur, the anomalous scattering factors given

by Cromer and Liberman (1970) were applied. ' ;,/:'

Scattering lengths for neutrons were as given by Shull (1971) with

the exception of the value for nitrogen for which the more recent

value of Kvick, Koetzle, Thomas and Takusagawa (1974) was applied.

Parameter refinements performed on the entire X-ray data set (σοητ, Ϊ

yentional X-ray refinements) are known to result in atomic para-

meters which may be seriously affected by. bonding effects.: Therefore

additional least squares refinements were performed on the ihigli
;
 ί
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order X-ray data only, i.e. the reflections with, βΐήθ/λ > 0.65 ίΓ
1
,

As parameters for the hydrogen atoms and extinction should not be

varied in high order X-ray refinements, these were kept at their

values from _the
:
 conventional „refinements. ,•„„..-

The low temperature: X-ray ̂ ata sets described, in this!: work are ̂ £;,

considerably higher resolutionJthan the data sets generally collected

for structure determination purposes. A .refinement on the low. order .

X-ray data (sine/-λ < 0.65 A^ ) has: therefore been performed for: Na-

sulfanilate.2H
2
Q at 78°K for comparison; purposes,to-see how muchlinr·

formation about chemical bondingcah--be obtained from ̂ low .resolution

X-ray studies (Chapter 4).

Extinction was found to be severe and anisotropic in the neutron

diffraction data sets of sulfamic acid and NaSCN'. The. extinction cor-

rection described by Becker and Coppensi (1975) "wast appliedïto those

data sets. Additional cycles of refinement, excluding the reflections

most seriously affected by extinction, did not shift any atomic para-

meter significantly, indicating that the'extinction treatment had

been adequate.

The least squares refinements on {F} are reviewed in Tables 3.2.1-6

for each of the structures. Reliability factors are included in the

tables. Of interest is the
m 3·2·1 teas!;quares x^TaT 'goodness of fit' S which

2,5-dimercaptothiadiazole

has an expectation value

of 1.0, provided systematic

errors are absent and the

correct weighing scheme

has been used. Values for

S much larger than 1.0 are

obtained for every con-

ventional X-ray refinement.

This large value is mainly

a result of the use of a

model that does not in-

clude the bonding;effects in the structure.; Thé 'goodness of fl-t-';" is

indeed found to approach the expectation value in the", refinements on

the neutron data and most of the refinements on the high order-X^-ray'

data where systematic discrepancies resulting from bonding effects

(sine/X)mln (Γ
1
)

(sine/λ)^^ (JS~ )

number cf reflections

number of variables

scale factor

R(F) * {*)

H„(F) · (%)
s ·

(NO)

(HV)

conventional

0.00

0.90

2242

72

6.63 (1)

5.3

4.1

1.70

high

0

0

1266

64

6

9

5

1

order

.60

.90

.52 C6)

.4

.1

.17

• defined as: R(F) - E | | F O | - | F C | | / I | F O |

RB(F) »{EW( |F O | - |F C 1) 2 / 'EV |F O 1 2 }*

S -{EwClFo|-|Fc|)
Z/(HO-HV)>i
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TABLE 3.2.2 Least squares refinements

(sine/

number

number

scale

R(F)

V
F )

S

NaCN.2H

k )
mi

 t
*~

1)

x) " (5Γ
1
)

lof reflections

of variables

factor

(*>

(%)

2°
conventional

0*00

o

2484

62

8.

4

2

i ι

92

272 (9)

.3

.9

• 7 1

high

0

6
1577

46

8

7

3

0

order

.65

.92

.162 (41)

.6

.8

.97

are small.

The values of the positional

and thermal parameters ob-

tained from'the;Xleasty;
f
-·";

squares; refinements are.not

considered very re levant ·,for

the purpose of this work;and

willr̂ be'",-. reported elsewhere

(Aeta'Crystallographica, to

be submitted).

TABLE 3.2.3 Least squares refinements

Na-sulfanilate.2H,0

(sine/

(sine/

number

number

scale

•R(F)

R
W
(F)

s

X 1
min

 ( & - 1 )

X )
max

 ( &
~

1 }

of reflections

of variables

factor

(%)

(%)

295°K
conventional

0.00

0.70

2604

168

2.023 (4)

4.5

3.8

1.98

low order

0.00

0.65

2139

167

2.412 (4)

2.7

3.7

2.12

81°K
conventional

0.00

1.00

5662

167

2.398 (2)

3.9

3.8

1.59

high order

0

1

3521

127

2

4

3

1

.65

.00

.379 (7i

.9

.6

.06

TABLE 3.2.4 Least squares refinements

sulfamic acid

-

(Sin6/X)
m i n
 (&"

1
)

(sine/Χ)^^ (ST
1
)

number of reflections

number of variables

scale factor

R(F) (S)

R
W
(F) (%)

S

neutron

0.00

0.80

1242

79

60.65 (15)

4.1

3.4 "

1.01

X-ray

conventional

0.00

1.23

4265

59

6.710 (6)

2.8

2.6

1.43

X-ray

high order

0.65

1.23

3599

46

6.734 (8)

3.1

2.3

1.07
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TABLE 3.2.5 Least squares refinements

NaSCN

sine/X) ± (A"1)

S i n e / X lmax (&"lj

number of reflections

number of variables

scale factor

R(F) (%)

RW(F) (%)

S

X-ray

conventional

0.

1

1712

26

14

3

3

1

00

10

.20 (3)

.4

.7

.86

150°K

high order

0.65

,1.10

1314

25

14.38 (5)

5.3

4.1

1.56

X-ray

conventional

0

1

1458

26

8

2

2
1

.00

.22 '

.33 (1)

.0

.2

.73

81°K

high

0
1

1016

25
8

1

1

1

order

.65

.22

.33 (1)

.9

.6

.03

neutron

0.

0.

904

31

177.

2.

2.

0.

00

70

1 (4)

1

3

92

TABLE 3.2.6 Least squares refinements

. NHjSCN

(sine/

(sine/

number

number

scale

R(F)

RW(F)

S

"min (i"1)

x)max < r l )

of reflections

of variables

factor

(«)
(%>

neutron

0.00

0.70

1023

74

114.7 (2)

1.8

1.8

0.98

X-ray

conventional

0.00

0.95

1614

54
13.29 (3)

2.0

3.2

3.17

X-ray

high order

0.60

0.95

932

36

13.29 *

1.6

1.6

1.40

~\

- • ! •

1 j

1

* not varied

3.3 Discussion of the structures

For the study of the electron density and chemical bonding to be

described in Chapter 4, a knowledge of the molecular geometry is

necessary.

As part of the structures studied in this work have not been report-

ed before, while others were found to be different or considerably

more accurate than in previously reported studies, a discussion of

each of the structures seems in place and will be given below.

3.^1 2z5-c

The bond lengths and angles in 2,5-dimercaptothiadiazole are given

in Figures 3^1 and 3.2. A librational correction to the bond lengths,

based on the method of Schomaker and Trueblood (1968) , is included

in Figure 3.1. A stereoscopic view of the molecular packing is shown

in Figure 3.3.
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SO) 1.740121
1741 131
1749

S(2)

S<3)

U β (21

Figure 3.1

Bond lengths in .1,5-di-
mercap t o t hl ad i az o 1 ë.. 1: "
First row from'conventional
refinement, second ;.row;.;from
high\order: ref inemerit ^ "
third'row from high order
refinement incTuiiing •cor-
rectionsi,for iibratipn.

H(2)

Figure 3.2

Bond angles in 2,5-dimer-
captothiadiazole.
First row. from conventional
refinement, second row from
high order refinement.

Figure 3.3

Stereoscopic view of
the 2 ,5-dimercaptothia-
diazole structure. The
thermal ellipsoids en-
close 50% probability.

The molecule, with the exception of hydrogen atom Η(2), is almost

planar. The largest torsion angle in the five-membered ring Is_• Q."30?·;

Both hydrogen atoms are involved in S--H--N hydrogen bonds, listed

in Table 3.3. In the S{3) - H(2) ... N(2)"hydrogen bohdVthe

hydrogen atom is still mainly bonded to the sulfur atom é In the

N(l) - H(l) ... S(1) ' hydrogen bond, which is about 0.12 & shorter,

the hydrogen atom has moved towards the nitrogen atom. This protoha-

- 43 -



TABLE 3.3 Hydrogen bonds in

2,5-dimercaptothiadiazble
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X

Κ (1) -

S ( 3 ) -

- Η .

H U )

HC2)

. . Υ

... su)·

. . . Ν(2>'

Χ

3

3

• • ·
.317

.437

Υ (Α)

(2)

(2)

Η •

2

2

».

. 6 2

.34

Υ (Α)

(2)

(2)

Χ - Η -

174

153

Υ (°)

(2)

(1)

tion of atom N(l) makes the molecule rather asymmetric compared with

2,5-dimethylthiadiazole (Povet'eva and Zvonkova, 1972) and 1,3,4-

thiadiazole (La Cour, 1974) , which both have approximately C
2 v
 sym-

metry .

Inspection of the bond lengths (see Fig.3.1) shows that 2,5-dimer-

captothiadiazole in the crystalline state has mainly the resonance

structures shown in Figure 3.4, with partly double S(l) - C(l) and

C(l) - II(1) bonds and a completely double C(2) - Ν(2) bond.

\,
Figure 3.4

Main resonance
structures of crystal-
line 2,5-dimercaptothia-
diazole

3
Λ
3

Α
2 Sodium_cvanide_dihy_drate

The main bond lengths and angles in NaCN.ai^O are given in Tables

3.4 and 3.5. Figure 3.5 shows a stereoscopic view of the atomic

arrangement.

TABLE 3.4 Bond lengths in

C - Ν

Ν - Na

Η - Na1

C - Na"

OU) - Na

OU) - Na1

O(2) - Na

O(2) - Na'

OU) - HU)

OU) - HU)

OU) - H{3)

Oi2) - H(4)

NaCN.2H.0 (&)

conventional
refinement

1.136

2.448

2.730

2.899

2.436

2.451

2.392

2.415

0.85

0.85

0.79

0.76

U )

u>
u>
(1)

u>
U )

(1)

(1)

u>
U )

(1)

(1)

high order
refinement

1.148

2.442

2.728

2.901

2.438

2.453

2.395

2.417
-

-

-

-

U)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

U)

TABLE 3.5 Bond angles in

NaCN.2H
2
O

c
c

HU)

H(3)

- Ν - Na

- Ν - Na'

- 0{l) -

- 0(2) -

H(2)

H(4)

172

86

.60

. 8 5

105.fi

105 . 2

(5)

(4)

(9)

(8)

- 44 -
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Figure 3.5

Stereoscopic view of the
NaCN.2H2O structure.
The thermal ellipsoids
enclose 50% probability.

TABLE 3.6 Hydrogen bonds (X Η - 0) in

The orientation of the CN group is found to be reversed from the pre-

vious study (Le Bihan, 1958). Sodium is mainly bonded to the cyanide"

group via the nitrogen atonu A short Na - Ν bond is found almost

parallel to the CN axis/ while a second, somewhat longer Na - Ν

interaction is found almost perpendicular tó this axis.

The sodium atom has a distorted octahedral coordination of four

hydrate oxygen atoms and two nitrogen atoms. All four 0 - Na bonds

are found in the expected lone-pair directions of sp hybridized

oxygen atoms.

Four possible hydrogen bonds can be found and are reported in Table

3.6. Two are of the type 0 - Η ... Ν with Ο ... Ν distances of 3.120

and 3.347 A and lie in

a plane almost perpen-

dicular to the CN axis,

through the nitrogen

atom. The other two

bonds are of the type

Ο - Η ... C, with

Ο ... C distances of 2.969 and 2.989 A. These latter hydrogen bonds

are of a rather unusual type. The apparent positions.of the hydrogen

atoms, as determined by X-ray diffraction, are shifted by amounts of

about 0.10 to 0.20 A towards the oxygen atoms to which they are

bonded. Thus the real Η ... C interatomic distances are about 2.05 A,

which is considerably shorter than 2.4 A, the sum of the Van der

Waals radii of the C and Η atoms. This, together with the fact that

both Ο - Η - C angles are not far from being straight/ indicates that

these interactions can be classified as hydrogen bonds.

X .

» ...

Η ...

C ...

c ...

.. Η - 0

H(2)-0ll)

H(4)-O(2)

H(l)-O(l)

H(3)-O(2)

NaCN.2H

X ...

2.51

2.39

2.14

2.21

Η (&)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

2°

x ... ο

3.347

3.120

2.989

2.969

(&>

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

X - Η -

168

165

173

160

0 (°)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

- 45 -
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3
Λ
3

Λ
3 Sodium_sulfanilate_dihYdrate

The numbering of the atoms and the thermal ellipsoids at 78°K and

295°K..axë shown "in A/stereoscopic view, of ?the _molëcülar,

Figure 3.6

The numbering of; the atoms in Na-sulfanilate.lH-O
and the,thermal ellipsoids (50% probability at .
78°K, (top) and 295°K (bottom). \- ? :; ^ ;

The bond distances derived from the 295°K data arid the 78°K data

(high order refinement) are reported in Table 3.7.. 2 .

The bond distances in̂  the sulfanilate group, not including the

hydrogen atoms i- have been corrected f or libration using the = rigid •/; •--·.

body method of Schomaker and Trueblopd : (1968) , ; ^ : Γ ,U

Signif icantdif f erences bëtweerirthe two studies remain f or some C-c;

bond, lengths and the C-N bond length and ate most likely' a result of

I
'Ira

ill
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Figure ~J~"3.7

;Stereöscopic. view, of
the ρ abkitig i in

the use of low order X-ray data in the room temperature study, caus-

ing the apparent C and Ν atoms to be shifted into the partial double

C-C and C-N bonds.

The bond angles are reported in Table 3.8.

The benzene ring is approximately planar. The Ν and S atoms are bent

out of this plane by distances of 0.1 and 0.2 &, respectively.

The sodium atom is surrounded by six oxygen atoms, four of the

hydrate molecules and. two of the sulfanilate anions. The Ο - Na - O

angles are in the ranges of 77 - 108° and 158 - 166 °, showing a

distorted octahedral conformation. The hydrate oxygen atoms form

bridges between two sodium atoms; all O - Na bonds are in the expect-:

ed lone-pair directions of the oxygen atoms; :: "

Figure 3.8 shows a Newman projection of the orientation of the S0'
3
 ._.·."

'group with respect to the plane of the benzene ring. The SO
3
 groups

is involved in five hydrogen bonds and two Na - 6 bonds, being also^ ·

shown in Figure 3.8. Atom 0(1) participates in three hydrogen ionds :

two of which with an amino group and one with; a hydratecmolecule, <
 v

while atoms O(2) and 0(3) both form one hydrogen bond with a hydrate y
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Bond lengths in TABLE 3.8 Bond angles in.

Na-sulfanilate

corrected
for libration

S -

S -

S -

s -
C(l) -

C(l) -

C{2) -

C(3) -

C(4) -

C(5) -

C(4) -

0(11

0(2)

0(3)

C(l)

C(2)

C(6)

C(3)

C(4)

C(5)

C(6)
Ν

not corrected
for libration

C(2) -

C(3) -

C(5) -

C(6) -

Ν -

Η -
0(4) -

O{4) -

O(5) -

0(5) -

Na -

Na -

Ha -

Ba -

Na -

Na -

H(l)

Η (2)

Η (3)

H(4)

H(5)

B(6)
H(7)

H(8)

H(9)

Η (10)

0(2)

0 ( 3 ) '

0 ( 4 ) '

O(4)-

0(5)

0 ( 5 ) '

78°K*

1.480

1.463

1.466

1.766

1.405

1.399

1.389

1.407

1.404

1.399

1.399

0.98

0.96

0.95

0.98

0.86

0.91

0.79

0.82

0.82

0.83

2.397

2.376

2.419

2.485

2.376

2.531

( 1 )

(1)

(1)

( 1 )

(1)

( 1 )

(1)

( 1 )

( 1 )

( 1 )

( 1 )

( 1 )

( 1 )

(1)

( 1 )

( 1 )

(1)
(2)

(2)
( 2 )

(2)

( 1 )

( 1 )

( 1 )

( 1 )

( 1 )

(1)

.2H2O (X)

295°K

1.477

1.-462
1.462

1.763

1.398

1.392

1.374

1.403

1.396

1.380

1.391

0.96

0.94

0.89

0.91

0.86

0.90

0.77

0.85

0.80

0.85

2.398

2.371

2.426

2.511

2.377

2.582

(1)

(1)

.(1)
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

(3)

(l>'

( 1 )

( 1 )

( 1 )

(1)

(1)

0(1)

j> (ill
0(2)

C(l)

C(l)
C(-l)

s
s

C(2)

C(l)

C(2)

C(3)

C(3)

C(5)

C(4)

C(5)

C(l)

C(3)

C(2)

C(4)~

C(4)

C(6)

C(5)

C(l)

C(4)

C(4)

H(5)

H(7)

Η (9)

Na-BUlfanllate

- S - 0 ( 2 ) ,.

r _S -.

- S -

- S --

- s - .
- C(l)
- C(l)

- C(l)

- C(2)

- C{3)

- C(4)

- C(4)

- C(4)

- C(5)

- C(6)

- C(2)

— C(2)

- C(3)

- C(3)

- C(5)

- C(5)

- C(6)

— C(6)
- Η -

- Η -

- Η -
- Οί4)

- 0(5)

ί(3)

5(3)
ί(1) /

0(2)

0(3)

- ?<2>
- CC6)

- C(6)

- c i 3 >
- C(4)

- C(5)

- Ν

- Ν

- C(6)

- C(l)

- H(l)

— -H{1) ---

- H(2)

- H(3)

- H(3)~.

- Η (4)
- H(4)

H(5)

Η (6)

B(6)

- H(8)

- H(10)

.2H

78°K

i l l .

iiii

Jll4.

,104.

107-
107.

117.

121.

119.

120

120.

118

11?
Ϊ 2 Γ

120

119

118

-121

U β

120

120

i i e

117

122

112

114

116

102

107

94
06

12

32.;
50

24

80

86

9 8

59

81

'6V

50

91

.54

.9

a 0 - 1

(4)1

(4)

(4)

MI :
(4)

i*y
(6)>

.(6)ΐ

a)-
nf:

"C7).r
;(7j

I?)

(7)

(7)

(7)

(7)

')

295°K

112.

110.

114.

104.

107.

107.

118"

> 2 2

119

120

.120"
-118

-UsT

121

121

119

121

Λ—<7)--119

•L·. 8

. 2

. 8

. 8

. 6

. 3

. 1

~

111.
(7)

(7)

I?)

(7)

(7)

(9)
(8)

(1)

(1)

(1)

120

119

120

Tl9

120

120

112

113

119

102

100

02

96 7

13

62

25
21Ϊ

p.*v-
T

1 '

7

V -·
. 6 •

.8

.0

.9

'-- -

(7);

'ay
(7)

(6)

»)".
(7):

( 1 )

(1)'

XI)

(1)
( 1 )

(1)

(1)

(1)

( 1 )

(1)

(1)

<1)

ti?
(1)

ID

( 1 )

(1)

(1)

(1)
( 1 )

(2)

(2)

( 1 )

non—hydrogen atoms £rom high order
X-ray refinement
hydrogen atoms froo conventional
2"-rajr refinement

molecule and one Na - O bond. As can be seen in Table 3.7, the

S - O(2) and S - O(3) bonds have exactly the same length, while the

S - O(l) bond distance is about 0.015 & longer, due to different ;

interactions. ; -f- ;

Figure 3.9 shows a Newman projection of)the NHj^ 9Ï°UP with respect

to. the plane of the benzene ring. The nitrogen atom shows a s ig-^r
" " ' : ' " " - - - - - - - - - " • - ' o - • ' • ' - - " " ' " - . , ' " . . . • - - " " " . _ ' • - '

nificant distortion from a planar sp - conformation, indicating the

inclusion of some sp character. The dihedral angle between the
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295 Κ

Figure 3.8

Newman projection of the ^ ^
group-'"with respect to the plane
of the benzene ring. The
hydrogen bonds and oxygen-sodium
bonds are also shown.

78 Κ

Figure 3.9

Newman projection of the NH2 group
with respect to the plane of the
benzene ring. The involvement of the
group in the hydrogen bond system
is also shown.

C - Ν - Η planes is about 135°, which is closer to the value of-120°,

expected for "an sp nitrogen than to 180° for an sp nitrogen. The

interaction with the ir-system of the benzene ring is clearly too

weak to produce a pure sp character f or the nitrogen atom ̂  of: the

amino group, confirming the prediction of Dewar (1969) based on

simple theoretical arguments. The involvement of the NH_ group in

hydrogen bonding may be responsible f or some of the rioh-pianarity of

the amino group; the out-of-plane bending of the hydrogen atoms^ is

in the direction of the hydrogen bonds (see Fig\3.9) ,and Η(6) shows

a larger bending than H(5) in agreement with the larger out-of-plane

bending of the Ν ... 0(1)" hydrogen bond, l:-.., ̂  ^
 ;
 ν : ? : ν ^ ;?

1;

The C-N bond in Na-sulfanilate is'significantïyfshorterr than,
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value of 1.49 (3) & reported for sulfanilic acid (Rae and Maslen,

1962) . Sulfanilic acid is a zwitterion compound, in which the C-N

bond must be single, while in Narsulfanilat% the pir electrons of the

nitrogen atom conjugate with the ; Tr^system of\ ÏlreKb^nzeneïring^re-

sultirig in a partial double1 C^N^bond. . ' ' ;

A similar feature has been observed in Kr-sulfamate; (cpxirSabine>

Padmanabhan, Tu Ban, Chung and Surjadi, 1967), which has an?N-S:bond

length of 1.666 (6) A compared with 1.775 (1) A in sulfamic acid

(see Section 3.3.4 of this thesis). Here the double; bond character is

explained by a π-bond between the nitrogen ρττ electrons and the

sulfur d-orbitals.

Na-sulfanilate.2H
2
O shows six different hydrogen bonds, reported in

Table 3.9. Three are O - Η ... Ο bonds with 0 ... Ο distances in the

range of 2.82 to 2.95 &, two are Ν - Η ... Ο bonds with Ν ... Ο

distances of 3.06 and 3.09 A and the sixth is an Ο - Η ... Ν bond

with an Ο ... Ν distance of 3.03 A. The Ο - Η ... Ν bond is much

more bent (O - Η - Ν bond angle of about 150°) than the other

hydrogen bonds and is therefore expected to be rather weak.

TABLE 3.9 Hydrogen bonds in Na-sulf anilate. 2H
2
0

X

78°K

0(1) . . .

0(1) . . .

0(1) . . .

O(2) . . .

O{3) . . .

. Ν · • ·

295°K

Oil) . . .

O(l) . . .

0(1) . . .

O(2) . . .

Ο(3) . . .

H . . .

. . . Η -

H(7)

H(6)·
H(5)-

HUO)·
H(8)·
H(9)"

Η (7)

H{6)·

H(5)"

H(IÖ)1

Η (8) 1

H(9)"

Υ

- 0(4)

- U'

- N"

- O{5)'

- 0 ( 4 ) '

- 0(5)"

- 0(4)

- H'

- H"

- Ο(5ί·
- O(4)·
-0(5)-

X . . . Ϊ

2.823
3.056
3.086
2.925
2.872
3.034

2.831
3.098
3.130
2.952
2.907
3.074

(&)

( 1 )

(1)

( 1 )

(1)

( 1 )

( 1 )

( 2 )

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

X . . . Η

2.04
2.15
2.24
2.08
2.07
2.30

2.07
2.21
2.30
2.11
2.09
2.41

(ft)

(2)

(2)

(2)
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

X - Η -

172

173

164

176

163

151

172

172

165

170

164

144

Υ (°)

(2)

(1)
(2)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

The hydrogen bond lengths are slightly shorter at low temperature

than at room temperature. A small shortening-on 'cooling isί :also found

for some of the Na -Γ Ο bonds/ Intermolecular interactions obviously|

tend to shorten as the thermal motion reduces. / :

m
•51

-it

1
3|

Μ
'IS?
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3 A 3 A 4 Sulfamic_acid

Bond lengths and angles i n H-N-SO3 c a l c u l a t e d from the X-ray and

neutron.-.parameters;: are listed in Tablesί 3vl(i^dl3Sp2 ^

correction of the ̂  bond CÏ

lengths ̂ obtained with Jbhe

rigid bodyIanalysis of

S chomaker and Truebïöod,

TABLE 3.10

S - 0(1)

S - O(2)

S - 0(3)

S - Η

Ν - HU)
Ν - H(2)

Η - H<3)

•Bond lengths

x-ray,
(conventional)

1.4440

1.4440

1.4389

1.7714

0.87

0.84

0.85

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(1)

(1)

<1)

in sulfamic.

neutron

1.4430

1.4423

1.4380

1.7721

1.0358

1.0333

1.0341

(10)

(10)

(11)

(9)

(11)

(10)

(ID

acid ι (R)

neutron
(librationally
corrected)

1.446

1.445

1.441

1.775

• - . ·

-

T a b i è S i i l 0 v thermal:

atoms .--were I excluded ifrom

this rigid böjay:analysis,

as they ?are. ïargely'Ï affect-

ed by internal vibrations.

The iibrational corrections

to the bond -lengths -are

found to be about 0.003 it.

The bond lengths and angles

observed agree with ̂ hose'

of the room .temperature

study by Sass (1960) ; the

accuracy of that study,

however, was low.

The hydrogen bonds are

.__- listed in Table 3.12.?The

structure shows three strong hydrogen bonds with Ν .... Ο interatomic

distances varying from 2.930 to 2.964 A. Two Ν ... Ο interactions of

2.914 and 2.922 it are considered to be possible hydrogen bonds and

are included in Table 3.12. The Ν - Η - Ο angles in the latter bra .;

TABLE 3.12 Hydrogen bonds in sulfamic acid (neutron parameters) , _

TABLE 3.11 Bond

0(1) - S - 0(2)

0(1) - S - 0(3)

O12) - S - 0(3)

Ν - S - O<1)

Ν - S - 0(2)

Η - S - 0(3)

S - Ν - H(l)

S - Ν - H(2)

S - H - H(3)

H(l) - Η - H<2)

H(l) - Η -·Η(3)

H<2) - Ν - H<3)

angles in

X-ray

sulfamic acid

(conventional)

114.72

115.98

115.73

101.68

102.86

102.84

112.4

106.6

108.4

107

112

111

(2)

(2)

<2)

(2)

<2)

(2)

(7)

(8)

(6)

(l>

U)
(1)

r>
neutxon

114.71

116.00

115.70

101.67

102.92

102.83

111.60

109.. 30

109.53

108.86

109.07

108.42

(7)

(7)

(7)

(6)

(6)

(5)

(7)

(7)

(7)

(10)

(10)

(10)

Ν - Η

H-H(l) ..

N-H(2) ..

U-H<3) ..

N-H(2) ..

H-H(3) ..

0

. 0(2)"

.0(3)·

. 0(1)'

. 0(1)"

,O(3)"

Ν ... Ο

2.952

2.964

2.930

2.914

2.922

(A)

(1)

ID
U)
<1)

U) .

Η ...Ο

-i-.ni

2.004

1.938

2.353

2.404

(A)

(1)

(1)

<1)

(2)

UK

Ν - Η -

175i56

153.24

159;54

112.81

109.92

0 (°)

UD
(10)

(10)

<9)

(10)

Classification

strong .: - -
 r

. strong

- strongs

-weak -. ;

":,- • weak - i--_
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bonds are 110 and 113 , so that these bonds are supposed to be weak.

Two additional interactions between Ν and 0(2) with an Ν ... 0

distance of 2.784 &, but with Ν - Η - Ο angles of 91 and 93°,

respectively, are not considered tó contribute^töithefbonding-arvd

are excluded from Table 3.12. : : ' :\ - :

The S - 0(1) and S - 0(2) bond p

is about 0.005 & shorter, indicating thé Ν - Η(2) ... 0(3) hydrogen

bond to be weaker than the other two strong hydrogen bonds, in agree-

ment with the "results in Table 3.12.

The present study shows that the bond angles around the nitrogen

atom are considerably closer to the true tetrahedral angle of

109.45° than shown by Sass (1960).

The S-N bond distance of 1.775 Κ is expected to correspond to a

single S-N bond, since the Ν atom has no valence electrons available

to form a π-bond with the sulfur d-orbitals.

3_.3
Λ
5 §2dium_thiocy.anate

A stereoscopic view of the molecular packing in NaSCN with thermal

ellipsoids as observed at 150°K, is shown in Figure 3.10. Bond

η

1

Figure 3.10

Stereoscopic view of the
NaSCN structure. The thermal
ellipsoids enclose 50%
probability.

distances and angles are reported in Table "3.13. Iiibrational

rections to thé CN and CS.bond lengths, based 'on a simplified rigid

body model for the motions of tlws^CN group^ (see Chapter^6) , are '

included in Table 3.13. -"·'."··.": ν ""-"'^^ -Vi> --· -•'-''"'- ,-^v^--4>

The molecular packing is_ the same as observed at room temperature by

Van Rooyen and Boeyens (1975) . The atoms, are arranged: in layers
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TABLE 3.13

bond lenqths

C - S

C - Ν

S - Na

S - Ha'

Ν - Na

Ν - Na·

bond angles

S -

C -

C •

C •

C ·

- C - Ν

- S - Na

- S - Na'

- Η - Na

- Ν - Na'

Sond distances

X-ray
conventional

<&)

1.6427

1.1695

2.8964

2.9239

2.4227

2.5893

179.09

107.20

105.19

144.19

110.81

(8)

(101-

T5)
(6)

(9)

(6)

(9)

(2)

(3)

(6)

(3)

and angles in

150°K
high order -

1.6401

Civets]·

1.1741

tl.1783

2.8959

2.9235

2.4216

2.5882

179.20

107.24

105.12

144.18

110.73

(8)

(11)

(5)

(7)

(11)

(7)

(8)

(2)

(3)

(8)

(4)

NaSCN

.. X-ray
conventional

1.6475

1.1742

2.8940

2.9230

2.4254

2.5808

179.14

107.14

105.18

144.67

110.67

oh

(8)

(6)

(9)

(9)

(6)

(5)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(3)

81°K
high order

• • " . ' - • " - ' - . ' , = •

i%6454
V

ff.648li:

Ï.1780

ti.iebar
2.8937

2.923i;

2Ï4240

2.5805

179.10

107.12

105.20

144.64

110.65

' :

(6).

'(7)

(6)

(9)

(8)

(6)

(4)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(2)

neutron 94°K

,, 1.6432 (9);

0647] l^;
i;.Ï740.:(5V:,

.ii'.itiih •'-;,

2.8909x(ll)

2.9248 (13)

2i4225^(10)

2.5819 (ΙΟ)

179;09,ί(4)

107.18 (4)

105ί17 (4)

144;_47 "(3)

lio.77 (2)

* values between brackets are corrected for libration

parallel to the yz-plane at χ = 0.25 and χ = 0.75. The-SCN group is

close to linear. The sodium atom is coordinated by three sulfur and

three nitrogen atoms. The coordination of the sulfur atom is not far

from tetrahedral. The nitrogen atom shows a distortion "from a

tetrahedral coordination as a result of one Na-iΝ interaction; being

shorter and more closely parallel to the SCN axis than the other:two

Na - Ν interactions. The CN bond length of 1.178 & is somewhat longer

than the triple CN bond of NaCN.2H
2
O. The C-S bond ierigth of 1?.(547 1

is in between a single and a double C-S bond. Thé ir-bondihg is ob-

viously not equally divided^over the CN and CS bonds, but itiore,;;

though not entirely, „localized in the former bond. The dimension of .

the SCN group in the present work agrees perfectly with the SCN -

group in NH4SCN found by an accurate X-ray and neutron diffraction ;

study (see Section 3Γ3.6) and J.s"similar to values for a number of"••-:•_

thiocyanates, recently reviewed by Mokuolu and Speakman (1975) .• ;5

3
i
3

i
6__Ammonium_thiocYanate 3. i . ;. V

A stereoscopic view of • the NH
4
SCN structure is shown in Figured 3.11.. -

Bond distances .and angles are reported/in Table;3.14i A librationalr

correction to the CN": and CS bond lenghtsν
 ;
 considering the SCN ^roup :

;
:

as a rigid body, has been included inTabïe 3'.14'.-'^' 'r'^ ' ••'Τ:
β^Ζ- ̂ ^''f^^^·
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Figure 3 Π 1

St^reoscopicjyiew. of,. the
NH^SpN structure. "The

;
;

thermal ellipsoids enclose
50% ρrob ab ility:.

•Β

TABLE

bond

S

C

N(2)

N < 2 )

N < 2 )

N<2)

bond

S

H<1)

H<1)

H<1)

H < 2 )

H<2)

H<3)

3.14 Ε

lengths

- C

- N<1)

- H(l)

- H(2)

- H(3)

- H(«)

angles

- C -

- N(2) •

- N<2) -

- N<2)

- N<2)

- N<2)

- N<2)

lond distances and angles in

(ft)

(°?
N<1)

- H(2)

- H<3)

- H<4)

- H<3)

- H<4)

- H<4)

neutron

1.6456

[1.6493"

1.1736

[1.1763

1.0301

1.0296

1.-0291

1.0276

179.60

109.00

110.53

109.60

109.10

108.59

109.98

(9)

(5)

(8)

(8)

(9)

(8)

<4)

(8)

(8)

<7)

(8)

<8)

<8)

X-ray

NH
4
SCN

conventional

1.6493

[1.6533

1.1723

[1.1753

0.90

0.93

0.92 ..

0.91

179.54

111

108

109

110

110

109

(8)

(10)

(1)

(1)

u>
<1)

(6)

<1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

<1)

(1)

X-ray
high'order

1.6467 (6)

[1.6503

1.1776 (6)

[1.1803

-

-

-

179.57 <4)

-

-

-

-

-

-

values between brackets are corrected for libration

TABLE 3.15 Hydrogen bonds in NHjSCN (neutron parameters)

1

N(2) - H<2)

N < 2 ) - H(3)

N<2) - H(l)

N(2) - H<4)

X

... s

... s

... Nil)

... N<1)

Ν ... X

3.373

3

2

2

.383

.948

.959

(i)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

Η ... X

2.350

2.358

1.936

1.964

<X)

(1)

(1)

<1)

Ν - Η -

172.47

173.67

166.53

~ 162.19

X <°)

<8)

(8)

<7)

(8)

The SCN group is very

close to linear. With-

in the standard; devia-

tion^ tMe^ieiii^andCS

bond lengths agree with

the corresponding bonds

observed!in"NaSCN (see

section-3.3.5). The

dimension of the SCN

group therefore seems

rather invariant' for a

change of the cation.

The main intermolecular

bonding is formed; by

four hydrogen bonds,

two of the type
 :
 : :

Ν - Η ... Ν and two of

the type Ν -"Η"-.'.;' S,
;

listed;in Tablel3.15.
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Both the Η ... Ν and Η ... S interactions are about 0.4 & shorter

than the sums of their Van der Waals radii; all four hydrogen bonds

can therefore be classified as being of intermediate strength.
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C H A P T E R 4

ANALYSIS OF THE CHEMICAL BONDING

-5s

I
I

4.1 Introduction

The deformation density will be discussed in this chapter. As was

stated in Chapter 1, the bonding density will affect the structural

parameters when determined by X-ray diffraction. This effect will be

the subject of section 4.2.

The electron density distribution itself will be analysed in section

4.4 and interpreted in terms of chemical bonding.

In order to be able to synthesize the electron density from the ob-

served x-ray data, the scale factor of the structure factors observed

has to be known. The choice of the scale factor will be discussed

in section 4.3.

4.2 Bonding effects and structural parameters

4.2.1 Asphericity shifts

The electron density in a molecule can be considered to a fairly

high degree of accuracy, to be the superposition of isolated atom

densities.

In a careful analysis of accurate X-ray data it is possible to

adhere to the concept of atoms in a molecule, when the electron

density of the atoms is not longer considered to be spherical. Con-

tinued use of spherical atoms will cause small deviations of the re-

sulting positional and thermal parameters from the values associated

with the atomic nuclei. These deviations try to compensate for the^

aspherical bonding density; they are known as asphericity shifts.

The occurrence of the asphericity shifts in X-ray, diffraction studies

is clearly illustrated in model calculations by Dawsoh (1964 a) and

Coppens and Cpulson (1967) on prepared - iVe.hybridized - nitrogen

and oxygen atoms. :

The asphericity shifts can be determined experimentally by comparing

the atomic parameters from the X-ray and the neutron determination.

"Α
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The direction of the asphericity shifts has been found to be fairly

characteristic for related atoms (Harkema, 1971; Coppens, 1974). In

general terminal oxygen atoms are displaced into the directions of

their lone-pair electrons by amounts; varying ifrom?0.005A(l)^r&'in

cyanuric acid to 0.0-13 (3) :fcin :ammonium oxalate mpnohydraiév,

The nitrogen atom in hexamethylehëtètramineisÏshifted into its

lone-pair direction by 0.018 (6) A, while" the cyano-carbori {atom in

tetracyanoethylene is displaced into the CN bond by 0/008.:.(1). &..'

Moreover it is a well known fact that bonds involving hydrogen:atoms

are found too short by amounts of 0.1 to 0.2 A in x-ray diffraction.

Thermal parameters are generally overestimated in the X-ray determina-

tion and are such as to compensate for the bond and lone-pair

density (Coppens, Sabine, Delaplane and Ibers, 1969) .

In cases where no atomic parameters from neutron diffraction are

available, asphericity shifts can often be taken as the difference

in atomic parameters from the conventional and high order X-ray re-

finement. General experience is that the use of data with .

sine/λ > 0.65 A~ in the high order refinement will result in para-

meters that closely correspond to results of neutron diffraction.

A recent combined X-ray and neutron diffraction study of p-nitro-

pyridine-N-oxide (Wang, Blessing, Ross and Coppens, 1976; Lehmann

and Coppens, 1976) , however, gave an indication that the oxygen lone-

pair electrons might contribute to X-ray scattering beyond that

limit. Theoretical evidence for such an effect has been obtained by

Dawson (1964 b) and Groenewegen , Zeevalkink and Feil (1971) from

calculations of the X-ray scattering by hybridized atoms and N
2
 and

CN~. This means that small asphericity shifts may still occur in the

high order x-ray parameters.

When the conventional x-rayj?--high order X-ray and neutron diffraction

studies are represented by the notations: X(conv.), x(high order) and

N, respectively, the following shifts are of interest in this study:

X(conv.) - Ν

X(high order) - Ν

X(conv.) - X(high order).

i
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4.2.2 Effects observed on the positional parameters

In order to investigate the bonding effect on the positional para-

meters in the present study, the shifts mentioned above have been

calculated for the atomic positions and their values are reported

in Table 4.1. Their directions in the plane of the molecule are in-

dicated .

TABLE 4.1 Positional asphericity shifts {.&.)

sulfamic acid

sinS/λ
range

0.00-0.65

0.00-1.23

0.65-1.23

0.85-1.23

1.00-1.23

0.65-0.85

0.85-1.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

S

.0005

.0004

.0004

.0005

.0006

.0004

.0005

(9)

(9)

(9)

(9)

(9)

(9)

(9)

0(1)

0.0016

0.0015

0.0016

0.0007

0.0007

0.0032

0.0008

X

(11)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(7)

(6)

(6)

X(conv.

H{1)

H(2)

H(3)

0.17

0.19

0.19

- Ν shifts

0(2)

0.0036

0.0022

0.0016

0.0013

0.0013

0.0024

0.0012

) - Ν

(1)

(1)

(10)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(7)

(6)

(6)

0(3)

0.0015

0.0008

0.0007

0.0005

0.0006

0.0017

0.0003

H ^

(11)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(7)

(6)

(6)

• Η

Ν

0.0018

0.0005

0.0006

0.0009

0.0002

0.0007

0.0013

(11)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(5)

(5)

(5)

*-~

ο
aver

0.0022

0.0015

0.0013

0.0008

0.0009

0.0024

0.0008

ο·*·*

•

(6)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

(4)

• .VS

li

8?;

S

C

Ν(1)

Ν(2)

Η{1)

Η(2)

Η(3)

Β(4)

Ν

Xfconv.)

0.0019

0.0019

0.0012

0.0017

0.13

0.10

0.11

0.12

- Ν

(7)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

•ι

Χ(high order)

0.0021

0.0011

0.0021

0.0014

-

_

(7)

(5)

(5)

(5)

- Ν X(conv.)

0

0

0

0

- Χ(high order)

.0004

.0030

.0027

.0010
_

-

(2)

(7)

(7)

(7)

Na

C

Ν

0(1)

0(2)

X(conv.) - X(high order)

0.0004 (4)

0.0067 (9)

0.0084 (9)

0.0033 (6)

0.0050 (6)

Η

H> —
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s
Ma

O(l)

0(2)

0(3)

0(4)

0(5)

C(l)

C(2)

C(3)

C{4)

C(5)

C(6)

Ν

X(low order) - X(high order)

0.0007 (3)

0.0010 (5)

0.002 (1)

0.002 (1)

0.002 (1)

0.004 (1)

0.004 (1)

0.004 (1)

0.003 (1)

0.004 (1)

0.006 (1)

0.003 (1)

0.002 (1)

0.004 (1)

X(conv.) - χ(high order)

0.0004 (2)

0.0006 (4)
r
 0.0016 (6)

0.0017:(7)

0.0012 (7j:.

0.0025 (7)

0.0030 (7) .

0.0021 (8)

0.0016 (8)

0.0017 (8)

0.0033 (8)

0.0015 (β)

0.0009 (8)

0.0025 (8)

HaSCN

ÏÏYS|rggen_atoms

Comparison of the X-

ray and neutron

positional parameters

J. of the hydrogen atoms

.in NH.SCN and sulfamic

acid shows the hydro-

gen atoms to be shift-

ed into the NH bonds

by amounts of 0.11 and

0.18 %. for the two com-

pounds respectively,

when determined by X-

ray diffraction. This

large effect is a re-

sult of the absence of

corer.electrons and

other electrons that do

not participate in the

bonding.

First_row_atoms

Of interest are the small

values of the asphericity

shifts of the first row

elements in all low

temperature studies.

Even in cases where X-

ray refinements on the

low order data were per-

formed, Na-sulfanilate.

2H?O and sulfamic acid,

the shifts do not ex-

ceed 0.005 k, in contrast

to the room temperature study of 2,5-dimercaptothiadiazole and the

room temperature studies reviewed by Coppens (1974) , where shifts up

to 0.015 & are not unusual. This has to be attributed to the fact that

s
Na

C

Ν

X(conv.)

0

150
c Κ

- X(high

0004

0.0006

0

0

- N -

0027

0026

C

(2)

(5)

(8)

(9)

3=

order)

- S

X(conv

Ν

.)

0

0

0

0

/t

8l°K
- X(high order)

.0003

.0001

.0024

.0016

- ^ C

(1)

(3)

(4)

(4)

a= S

2
X
5-dimercaptothiadiazole

X(conv.) - X(high order)

S(l)
S(2)

S(3)

C{1)

C(2)

N(l)

N(2)

U.UU4 1X1 .
0.001 (1)

0.009 (1)

0.004 (3)

0.005 (3)

0.015 (3)

0.006 (3)

Λ ^\J\ \/ \
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at temperature reduction the higher order reflections increase in

intensity and play a more important role.

An exception is NaCN.2H
2
O where the fairly large asphericity shifts

(up to 0.008 &) can be attributed to the rather large thermal motion

in this structure even at 150 K.

The larger asphericity shifts are found for terminal atoms and atoms

with an asymmetrical coordination, where bonding features around the

atoms do not balance. A strong tendency is found for all atoms in-

volved in a double or triple bond to shift into that bond in the

conventional x-ray refinement. Both CN bonds in 2,5-dimercaptothia-

diazole are found to be shorter in the conventional than in the high

order refinement, mainly as a result of shifts of the nitrogen atoms

into the CN bonds. The C and Ν atoms in NaCN.2H
2
O are shifted in the

CN bond by amounts of 0.007 and 0.008 il, respectively, in the con-

ventional refinement. Similar but much smaller shifts are observed

in NaSCN and NH SCN.

Shortening of bonds in the conventional X-ray refinement is also

found for the benzene C-C bonds and amino CN bond in Na-sulfanilate.

2H_0. The oxygen atoms show asphericity shifts into the direction

of the lone-pair electrons for the hydrate molecules in NaCN.2H_O

and Na-sulfanilate. 2H_O.

Of interest is the study of sulfamic acid as the presence of accurate

parameters from neutron diffraction together with the unusually

large number of high order X-ray reflections provides an ideal case

to determine asphericity shifts in the X-ray atomic parameters for

different ranges in sin8/X. These shifts are included in Table 4.1.

The last column in the sulfamic acid table contains the shift

averaged over the three oxygen atoms.

No significant differences between the X-ray and neutron positions

are found for the nitrogen atom, as a result of the fairly symmetric-

al coordination of that atom. The oxygen atoms show small, but sig-

nificant shifts away from the SO bonds in the low order and con-

ventional X-ray refinements (average shifts-of 0.0022 (f Τ and

0.0015 (4) £, respectively). This shift does not disappear complete-

ly in the high order refinement for the sine/λ range of 0.65-1.23 &"
1

(average shift 0.-0013 (4) &) , but decreases to 0.0008 (4) JTwhen the

lower sine/λ cut off is increased to 0.85 A* . The oxygen atoms,

•'•A

ΐ;ϊ3

V-at

m
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however, show a maximum shift in the sine/λ range of 0.65 - 0.85 A~

(average displacement 0.0024 (4) A) , consistent with thé suggestion

of.Dawson ,(1964:-b)r that jthe-lone-pair.-electrons of bonded oxygen" V:

atoms iscatter X-rays -beyond sine/λ ~= 0.. 65 A~ .

Table 4.1 suggests that:ianCx-ray refinement on data with sinÖ/Ji,

can; be expected to give oxygen positional; para-lafgèr than 0.85 A

meters free of bonding effects;>A recëntrX-rayFand; neutron"dif-

fraction study of p-riitropyridine-N-pxideVat">30°K;;(Wang,; Blessing,

Ross and Coppens, 1976; Lehmann and;Coppehs^ 1976), however, in-

dicates that at this low temperature lone-pair scattering may even

contribute beyond this limit.

A similar effect can be expected for the sp hybridized nitrogen atom

in the cyano group. Indeed Table 4.1 indicates a small displacement

(0.0021 (5) A) of the cyano nitrogen atom in NH^SCN into its lone-

pair direction in the high order X-xay refinement.

Because of the temperature dependence of the atomic parameters, it

is not possible to compare directly the X-ray and neutron parameters

of NaSCN. The librationally corrected CN bond length, however,

determined from the high order X-ray parameters is 0.0022 A longer

than the corresponding bond length determined from the neutron para-

meters. This again suggests a contribution from the nitrogen lone-

pair electrons to the high order X-ray reflections.

Second_rgw_atoms ι

No significant asphericity shifts are observed for the second row

elements sodium and sulfur. This has to be attributed to the large

number of core electrons.
 r

 .;

The X(conv.) - X(high order) positional difference of atom S.(3) in

2,5-dimercaptothiadiazole is riot in the plane of the molecule and

not understood. '
 r
 __•"-"'_ ; ' V " " • · . ' - . " - . . ' : · ' . - • ; - . ; '

4.2.3, Effects observed on the thermal parameters --"->·;-
:
-J r-·:;;'"'.

The thermal motion of each atom in the structure is described by: the
;

elements of a symmetricaï, ttree-dimensiqnal tensor. These elements

can be related to the direction of the principal axes; of the thermal

motion and the mean square displacements of the atom along these -;--:_·./,

principal axes. Therefore it is less simple to interpret the ΐ; iVχί
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index i

1

2

3

i I D ^ (neutron)/U.^
1
 (high order X-ray)

sulfamic acid

0.99 (2)

0.88 (2)

0.98 (2)

NH
4
SCH

0.99 (1)

1.00 (1)

0.96 (1)

asphericity shifts in the thermal parameters in terms of bonding ef-

fects and such an analysis will not be attempted.

Comparison of the thermal parameters obtained from the conventional

and high order X-ray refinements showed significant asphericity

shifts in some cases up to 10% of the mean square displacements of

the atoms. The thermal parameters are generally overestimated in the

low order and conventional X-ray refinements, where the spherical

atoms tend to absorb the bonding density.

In Table 4.2 thermal parameters from the high order X-ray refinement

and the neutron refinement are compared. As the X-ray data of sul-

famic acid with sine/λ >

TABLE 4.2 Comparison of high order X-ray 0.85 ii are expected to
and neutron thermal parameters , , . _

be free of any bonding ef-

fects, both sets of thermal

parameters should be iden-

tical within the ex-

perimental errors.

A comparison of the thermal

parameters from the neutron

data and the high order X-ray data is made by calculating the ratio
D
ii

) ( n e u t r o n
'/'

t J
ii

)
 (high order X-ray) averaged over all non-hydrogen

atoms.

Here ü H ' represents the mean square displacement of atom j along

the ith reciprocal axis. The ratio have expectation values of 1.0

when systematic errors are absent in both the X-ray and neutron data

sets. Values for sulfamic acid and NH.SCN are reported in Table 4.2.

Although for NH4SCN the U 3 3 values are slightly smaller in the

neutron than in the high order X-ray study, the agreement between

the two parameter sets is good. For sulfamic acid, however, consider-

ably smaller U__ values are obtained from the neutron refinement

than from the high order X-ray refinement, while the ratio for the

D., and U,, values is indeed 1.0. This indicates a systematic error

in one of the sulfamic acid data sets which is too large to be at-

tributed to bonding effects on the X-ray data. As both sulfamic acid

data sets have been carefully corrected for absorption and extinction

the origin of the discrepancies between the two 'parameter sets can-

not be detected. Systematic discrepancies in thermal parameters.
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often even larger than are observed in sulfamic acid and obviously

not due to bonding effects, have also been found in combined X-ray

and. neutron,diffraction studiesrp± a-glycylgly^ine/.(Griffin/and//^"""

Coppens, 19751) V sodium azide (Stevens and „Hope ,/l976) ,ammoniumi4<j

tetraoxalate ̂ Stevensy"i973) and

Coppensf/i976jf0JteJ!the.above compoundsisbmi-therinai^paraMjtersVrf-"——-•

always/were systematically/lower in the neutron refinement; than in

the high order X-ray refinement i ° Further?study will be needed to

determine the orïginr of: these; discrepancies> which may seriously/

affect thé deformation density/observed 4 in; a: combined X-ray arid /

neutron diffraction study. Thus collection of. high^ordèrrX-ray d^ta

is very useful in electron density studies, eyeritifXatomtQSparMetfirs

from neutron diffraction are available, to/sigii a? warning whehi

systematic errors occur. Independent information is needed to deter-

mine which data set is affected.

4.S The choice of the scale factor

In Chapter 1 the deformation density is defined as:

Apω - k l
0
 {obs

(H)
exp(-2iriHr) (4.1)

The scale factor k is introduced since ell measurements are on a

relative scale.

A relative error in the scale factor, o(k)/k, will result in an error

in the deformation density of:

'
O b
^ " exp(-2iriHr)

or
....-_ σ (k)"

obs
(r)

(4.2)

(4^3)

where p^
bg
(r) represents the observed total electron: density; not iri-

cluding the contribution from F -. it is clear that an error in the

affect ,'the deformation density"/in^ the

area close to the atomic nuclei, where the total densityhasyits,

The general procedure in X-ray diffraction to obtain
;
the scale/faitbr/
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is by least-squares refinement along with the positional and thermal

parameters. The scale factor obtained in such a way turns out to

depend on the model used in the refinement.

A discussion of the scale factor determination has been given by

Stevens and Coppens (1975) . They conclude that scale factors from

conventional X-ray refinements, using scattering factors derived

from Hartree-Fock atomic orbitals,· are generally too large (in some

cases up to 10%). According to the authors better estimates of the

scale factor are obtained from a least-squares refinement in which

the positional and thermal parameters taken from neutron or high

order X-ray studies, were used. But these values seem slightly too

small.

Furthermore they state that refinements with scattering factors

based on a modified model, which includes the contraction or ex-

pansion of the isolated atom valence density on molecule formation,

are expected to give a reasonable estimate of the scale factor. The

same is true for refinements on high order X-ray data.

Stevens and Coppens described three methods for an experimental

determination of the scale factor. Although experimental values

with an accuracy of up to 1% have been obtained, these methods re-

quire a considerable effort and are therefore not applied in this

work in view of the good results obtained by the least-squares

method.

In "order to get an impression of the variation of the scale factor

with the model used in the least-squares refinement, a review of

these scale factors is given in Table 4.3 for the data sets used in

this work. The table contains the results of low order, conventional

and high order refinements based on Hartree-Fock atomic scattering

factors and refinements of the scale factor only with the atomic para-

meters fixed at their neutron or high order X-ray values. Table 4.3

also contains the results of the modified X-ray refinements ELS and

RADIEL, which are described in detail in Chapter 5. In ELS the number

of valence electrons of each atom is refined along with the position-

al and thermal parameters and the scale factor; in RADIEL the con-

traction or expansion of the isolated atom valence density on

molecule formation is also taken into account.

The scale factor was found to be seriously correlated with the

I I
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thermal parameters, in the.;'"-
:

high order X-ray refinements

where no reflections beyond

βίηθ/λ = 1.0 JL~ were included

or where a data cut off

higher than sinö/λ = 0.65 &" 1

was used.

So a small range in sine/λ

leads to large standard devia-

tions. This effect can be ob-

served in the high order scale

factors of 2,5-dimercaptothia-

diazole and NaCN.2H_0.

The scale factors reported in

Table 4.3 show a high con-

sistency .No discrepancies

as observed by
:
Stevens and

Coppens occur in the present

work. This is expected toVbe

the result of most studies in

the present work being per-

formed at reduced temperatures,

resulting in a relatively - in-

creased importance of high .

order, reflections, Jtfhich are._.._

least affectedby bonding ;

effects; ''"->' "'"''"•'.',; '> '"- ;•'";'',;;ĵ v

From the consistency of the >

scale factors in;Table 4.3 it

is concluded that in the :-

present work least-squares
:

 :

refinements have resulted in

; --_._ -"'-' = =,- ν .scale f actors with an accuracy :

of about 1%, which is as good as the best ej^èrimental determination

available at present. The highorderX-ray^^(^^fé^prsjhayèibeen ii ;

used in the electron density studies;of^ kuifamïc-acid!land^NaSCN andy;

a better one lacking _>t the: conventional X-ray scale: f actor in the :'4: '•% '•%

J:
f
r-

%

'ΐ'

TABLE 4.3 Review Of

X-ray refinements

Sulfamic^acid__78°K

X-ray refinements

modified refinements

NaCN.2H
2
O 150°K

X-ray refinements

refinement of scale

least-squares scale factors

low'order

conventional -i

high:order •

low order

conventional

high order

ELS

RADIEL

conventional

hitjh order

only with
high order X-ray parameters
modified refinements

NaSCN 150°K

X-ray refinements

modified refinements

X-ray refinements

X-ray refinements

refinement of scale
neutron parameters

ELS

RADIEL·

conventional

high order

; ELS

RADIEL

conventional

high order

conventional

high order

only with

modified refinements ELS .

RADIEL

2^5-dimercagtothiadiazole 295°K

X-ray refinements conventional

high order"

2i.412; (4)

2.338;(2)

2.Ϊ79"".-·{7)

6.728 (26)

6.710 (6)

6.734 (8)

6.680 (13)

6.721 (13)

8.'272 (9)

8.162 (41)

8.208 (6)

8.250 (10)

8.390 (20)

14.20 (3)

14.38 (5)

14.20 (3)

14.27 (3)

8.33 (1)

8.33 (1)

13.29 (3)

not varied

13.23 (1)
13.21 (3)

13.24 (3)

6.63 L{1)

6.51 (6)
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electron density studies of 2,5-dimercaptothiadiazole, NaCN.2H
2
O,;

Na-sulfanilate.2H
2
O and

4.4 Electron density analysis . . f

4.4.1 Introduction . . ' j[

In this section the experimental „electron: derisity_jwili bê , synthesized

from the X-ray data observed arid interpreted;'in^termsi ̂ bonding j

effects. The deformation density will ;be calculated wxth^the ]

appropriate expression for ceritrosymmetric crystal structures:

cos(2irHr) (4 -'t 4)

The summation in eq.(4.4) is carried out over the low order X-ray

data (up to sine/λ = 0.65 or 0.75 & "
1
) . The inclusion of high order

reflections, which are relatively inaccurate, was found to result in

a considerable increase of the noise level in the deformation

density. Only in the case of sulfamic acid, where many high order

reflections had a large signal to noise ratio, a summation up to

sine/λ = 0.85 &"
1
 was carried out.

When the deformation density is written as:

Δρ p
obs

/ k
 -

 p
calc

(4.5)

the standard deviation in the deformation density becomes:

if"

i

^ (4.6)

The three terms in the right-hand side of eq. (4.6) are due to: .

a) errors in the structure factors observed, affecting ρ
 κ
 r

 ;
.'

 :

b) errors in the positional and thermal parameters of the atoms ι

a f f e c t i n g P
c a l c

; ^: •.;^;];_;;-> • /.";.;:••"••_' ;
 :
 : V ;

;

c) the terror in the scale factor. > >̂ :\: ί; V -Λ :.-.:: _.•'-:.'.. -Λ-"-.: ·'.--.-/,"

An extensive d i scuss ion of the e f f e c t of each term i s given by Rees

(1976) ..The second and,third term mainly Jaffêct\^evdeformation;
;
:;-'i;;-..;c';

dens i ty c lose to the atomic n u c l e i . ν CcjnpjarJ^scjj^wjJih^ees^^

to an error in the bonding, regions of
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the order of 0.02 - 0.05 e/A
3
, while near the nuclei of first and

seconds row atoms errors of 0.2 and 0.4 e/A , respectively, can be

expected. As .an,,accurate estimation of these errors„for each struc-~ ,,

turé takes considerable time ,*this hasi: not beeh; attëmpiied. -κί^ΐΐ *I öy;

The error in the electron density, due tostheTerrors in theistructurei

factors ob^_rved, is: ' " •.""-'·>'?-" , - ; ; · · ' - ' " " • : • ' -
c
^ Γ '

: :
• " : • - > . • . λ ν ; ^ .

h

Η
cos

2
 (2πΗ

Ε
); (4.7)

and is fairly constant over the unit cell· exceptvnear^special;

positions (centers of inversion, ^ ï ë ^ i ê ^

occur. The average value of eq. (4i7)

estimated and generally reported in

for the studies described in this work-range from 0.02 to Ό.Ό4l
e

These values can be considered as;vthe lower limit in the standard

deviation in the deformation density and should be added to the

errors mentioned previously.

The electron density studies will be reported in the order of in-

creasing accuracy, that is:

1) room temperature X-ray study (2,5-dimercaptothiadiazole);

2) low temperature X-ray studies (NaCNd2H-O, Na-süifaniïate.2H2Or
N a S C N ) a n d ; ""'·'--"•' '"•":'' •-'J

3) low temperature combined X-ray and neutron diffraction studies

(NH4SCN, sulfamic acid).

Atomic scattering factors for hydrogen, based on Hartree-Fock atomic

orbitals and reported in the International Tables for X-ray Crystallo-

graphy, Vol.TV (1974), have been used in the calculation of thé X-N;

difference densities, as the use of: scattering factors, which account

f or the contraction of the hydrogen" electron density on molecule / -

formation, will give a false picture of the deformation densityi~ r ;

4.4.2 2,5-dimercaptothiadiazole (295°K) / '..''.•' 'i'.-^'f •-•r'<f'-:;,-'; '-
i '̂-

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show difference density syntheses in the plane = ν

through the five-membered ring, using the, atomic parameters from the >

conventional yalnd'ïiÏgh! order /refinements, irespectiyely. 'feaks are ; ̂;̂
clearly shown in all bonds not involving hydrogen atoms. They tend :
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W ^^^'f^^^èXii^i^Sa

Figure 4.1

Öifferenc é • ndè η s ity i ή jZ, 5| - d i me r ca ρ t ö -
thiadiazole af ter'.conventipnal ,.
refinement .riContoureintérvaixof;
0.05'e/A3* negative contours are
broken·

Figure 4.2

Difference density in 2,5-dimercapto-
thiadiazole with parameters from
high order refinement. Contours as
in Fig.4.1.

to be higher, when the high order parameters are used. Peaks similar

to those between the first row atoms are found in every CS bond.

Figure 4.3 shows the deformation density in cross sections through

the three sulfur atoms.

Figure 4.3 Deformation density in 2,5-dimêrcaptothiadiazole.
Cross sections through the sulfur atomsί perpendicular;
to the molecular plane. / "; . .".-;-.'--' : . , Γ
a) -th.ri3ugh.iS(1) .normal, to ttve^CQ) - SOX bond v"k Γ; . '
b) through S (2) J and i t s lone-pair pceaTc" ~ ^ ^ ^ " ^ r- - r̂ i
c) tTirough S(3) normal to the C(2) - S(3) bond

C o n t o u r s - a s ; i n F i g . 4 . 1 = : - ƒ : · " . V v - " ;"• '•'-•: ;'•[X^.-Λ-•'•:.-• \ - : = -•'•''• -'• '"''
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All three sections show maxima at about 0.6 - 0.8 A from the S

nuclei, which probably have to be attributed to sulfur lone-pair

regions. The terminal.sulfur atoms seem mainly_unhybridized,as their .

lone^-païr peaks are foundiat;'anglesiof about 90° with the CS bonds;

The-position of the lone-pairrpeak jof ;the ring sulfur atom is^similar

to a feature found in 2-methylaminobenzothiazole (Fëhimah, 1970)jV

It should be mentioned that theïpresent- study^is npt'accuratereriough

to draw final conclusions abput details bfWthe". deformation "density..

An accurate remeasurement of 2,5-dimércaptpth£adiazöie at reduced

temperature seems desirable.

4.4.3 Sodium cyanide dihydrate (150°K)

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 shew difference density maps in a plane through

the NaNC group, with the atomic parameters taken from the convention-

al and high order refinement, respectively.

Figure 4.4 Figure 4.5

Difference density in NaCN.2H2O. Deformation density in NaCN.2H2O.
Section through NaNC group; Section through NaNC group; parar
after conventional refinement.. meters from high order refinement.
Contours as in Fig.4.1 Contours as in Fig.4. 1 - y

It is obvious from Figure 4.4„that the atomic parameters from the V-

conventional refinement are seriously biased by bonding effects; as

this map is almost featureless. All further results are based on the

high order parameters only. : \:':''•',-·,'.::_'--'''--
:·"':'''\ Γ

''-ΐ-7-'.·
:
'ν̂ ~7'

;
Γ"̂

;>;

Figure 4.5 shows thé deformation density with considerai>ly moire :?

...
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detail. The heavy bond population in the triply bonded cyanide group

contributes to the considerable shortening of the CN bond length in

the conventional refinement^ Lone-pairjdensityris observed at theft •

back of the carbon and nitrogen tatoms as could, be expected for spΐ -·,

hybridized atoms. TKe highl'ïarbpn^lone-pairrpeak^is; consistent f t ^

the existence öf O - Η ... -C .'hydrogeni-bonds% ".·•··'-"'

Figure 4.6 shows the deformation density in a section through the

midpoint of the CN bond, perpendicular to this bond. The density

Figure 4.6

Deformation density in a cross section
through the midpoint of the CN bond,
normal to the bond.
Contours as in Fig.4.1

distribution has an almost rotational symmetry as could be expected

for a triple bond. Similar results have been obtained elsewhere

(CSC, Helmholdt, 1975; C£N, Becker, Coppens and Ross, 1973) .

The experimental deformation density in the CN group shows

qualitatively a good resemblance to the theoretical deformation

density of CN~, calculated by Bats and Feil (1976) from the extended

ab initio molecular wavefunction of Bonaccorsi, Petrongolo, Scrocco

and Tomasi (1969), and which is reproduced in Figure 4.7. -"":-'""-'-'

A detailed comparison between the experimental density and a ~-'.~T''--

theoretical" density, time-averaged over the thermal vibrations, will

be reported in Chapter 6. : j '
 =
 Λ :

;

 c
 ; : 7 -

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the deformation density in sections through

the hydrate oxygen atoms and the neighbouring sodium atoms. Both

oxygen atoms show an excess density in the lone-pair region. The

lone-pair features of the oxygen atoms are weak, probably due; to ^ .

asphericity shifts of the oxygen atoms into the lone— pair-region.f

• ' ! · · - " * •
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Figure '4.7.,. .. ._. =
:
 ·.\-- •-'-

The ο r e t. i.c air' d ëf orma t ion, • •;.
densityf:of VCN t af ter?3ats,p

-.and Feil , : ( : \ / [ ' V "
Contour si

Negative and^ zero- contours
broken.

Figure 4.8

Deformation density in a section
through 0(1) and the neighbour-
ing Na atoms.
Contours as in F ig .4 .1

Figure 4.9

Deformation density in a section
through 0(2) and the neighbour-
ing Na atoms. J : •
Contours as in Fig.4.1

4.4.4 Sodium sulfanilate dihydrate (295°K, 78°K)

Difference density maps, based on the atomic parameters from the

room temperature study (low order refinement) and the low temperature

study (low order, conventional and high order refinement) have been

calculated in a plane through the benzene ring and are shown in

Figure 4.10. : ;: •'•'-̂--.'",:"/'-

The difference maps based on the low order parameters are rather-

poor in appearance; the maps based on the parameters from the conr.

ventional and high order refinement give a more detailed;view of the

deformation density" in the^ sulfaniiate group. : ; 'x : Jr :; ;

The appearance of the maps based o n the conventional and high order -
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Figure 4.10

Deformation density in Na-sulfanilate.2H2O in
the plane of the benzene ring.
Atomic parameters from the low order room
temperature study (A). Other results from the
low temperature study: (B) low order,
(C) conventional, (D) high order refinement.
Contours as in Fig.4.1.
Also shown are the amino group (bottom) and
the S - 0(2) bond (top).

parameters is very similar, although the bond peaks are slightly

higher in the latter map.

High bonding density in regions of regular shape, with maximum peak

heights of 0.45 to 0.57 e/1
3
 is shown in every C-C and c-N bond. The

similarity of equivalent bonds supports the accuracy of this study.

A single peak with a maximum height of 0.49 e/A- is found in the

C(l) - S bond. I
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The deformation density distribution in cross sections through the

midpoints of the C-C, C-N and C-S bonds ar shown in Figure 4.11.

The deformation density in all C-C

bonds is found to be elongated in a

direction normal to the benzene

ring, mainly as
:
 a result'of τΓ-bond-

ing. A similar feature has recently

been reported for the phenyl ring

in tetraphenyl butatrierie by Berko-

vitch-Yellin and Leiserowitz (1975) .

Elongation of bonding features

could also be expected for the

partial double C(4) - Ν and C(l) - S

bonds, as a result of conjugation

of the nitrogen ρ - and sulfur d-

orbitals with the π-system of the

benzene ring. No significant devia-

tion from cylindrical symmetry, how-

ever, is found for the deformation

Figure 4.11

Deformation density in cross
sections through the midpoints of
C-C, C-Ü and C-S bonds, normal to
these bonds. The projection of the
benzene ring is marked by a
horizontal line.
Contours as in Figure 4.1.

density in both bonds.

Figure 4.12 shows the deformation density in sections through the

sulfate group. Peaks of about 0.32 e/&.3 are found in the S-0 bonds.

In contrast to the sulfate group in sulfamic acid (see section 4.4.7)

no lone-pair density is found at the sulfate oxygen atoms, while the

peak heights in the S-0 bonds are considerably lower in the present

study. Sections through the hydrate oxygen atoms do not show any

lone-pair density either. Reflections at sinG/X values higher than

in the present study are obviously needed to obtain atomic parameters

for oxygen free of bonding effects.
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Figure 4.12

Deformation density in-"sections'
through the sulfate group.
Contours as in Figure 4.1.

Of interest is the nitrogen atom of"

the amino group, of which the con-

figuration was found to be closer

to pyramidal:than planar .(see ;J

nitrogen? atom? in ?afsecitidri

pë^dipülar tó thé C(4)! - Nfbond.A

projectionCoftthe- amino:group?and

the;plane of théfbërizérie ring is

included in this figure. Clearly

shown is the lone-pair density at

the apex of the nitrogen pyramid,

but not on the other side of the

atom. This-^supports;the yiewjthat

the nitrogen atom is mainly sp·

hybridized. The 0(5)" - H(9)"... Ν

hydrogen bond may be stronger than

predicted previously from a con-

sideration of bond lengths and

angles only, as the 0(5')"" - H(9)"

bond is more directed l:o J the
 l
;

nitrogen lone-pair peak than to the

center of the nitrogen atom.

Figure 4. 13 --'-;.:." ~ -.-. /....='-;'/--"'•.'

Deformation density in-a section
through the nitrogen atom; normal
to the C(4) - Κ axis. .
Contours as in fig.4.1.

1
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4.4.5 Sodium thiocyanate (150°K, 81°K)

As NaSCN has been studied at both 15Q°K and 81°K, the deformation

density has^beeri calculated iri*idèntical sections for both ï?Ü?""'

temperatures. „Figure^.14.„shows ,the„ deformation Jderisity, based on

the parameters from the High order ;refinementsj in .the;:symmetry^':

plane of the structure. ^ ; ,;v ; /

Figure>4V14

Deformation/density: in NaSCN;;
based .on|piarametêrs ,'f~rom high-
order ;ref inement;.-
Contours as in Fig.4.1.

The appearances of the 150 Κ

and 8l°K; maps; are ̂ nearly

similar. The differences in

the:featuresrclose to the

sodium and sulfur nuclei can

be attributed to uncertainties

in the scale factors of about

1%. .

As the thermal mean square

amplitudes of the atoms are

almost a factor 2 smaller at

81°K than at 150°K, the 81°K

map should show the deformation

density in greater detail. The

CN bond peak and the Ν lone-

pair peak are slightly higher

in this map by amounts of 0.05 and 0.11 -es/A?, respectively, but the
 :

peak heights in the C-S bond and S lone pairs are;unchanged. The

overall increase in detail of the deformation density on reduction

of the temperature is quite small. " . "•'•."••

.. i/ • \

Dirierence density maps based on the parameters from the conventional

refinements are shown in Figure„4.15
;
 fqr^comparispn. These maps are

fairly similar to the deformation maps in Figure 4.14, consistent

with the small asphericity shifts in NaSCN. :

3
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]?igurè! 4 .il 5 Γ
 .' ' " . :--.'-'" -J:''

Difference density in NaSCN
after conventional: refinement,
Contours as in Fig.4.1.

Figure 4.16 shows the deforma-

tion density in cross sections

through the CN and CS bond

peaks, normal to the SCN axis.

The density in both bonds has

an almost rotational symmetry

about the bond axis, as could

be expected for a linear

molecule. A small extension of

the density in the direction

perpendicular to the mirror

plane, especially for the CN

bond peak, can be attributed

to the? thermal motion being

somewhat larger in this

direction.

The deformation density around the C and Ν atoms (Fig.4.14) is con-

sistent with the density expected for sp hybridized atoms. Of

interest is the location of the sulfur lóne-pair density as this

would provide information about the hybridization state of this atom.

In contrast to the sp hybridized nitrogen atom, the sulfur atom has

no lone-pair density on the molecular axis. Instead, lone-pair

density with a peak height of about 0.15 e/A is found at an angle

of about 100° with the C-S bond. Cross sections normal tb the CS ]•

axis through the sulfur lone-pair region are shown in; Figure 4.17.

It is not clear from these maps whether the sulfur ̂ lone-pair

electrons form a continuous ring of density around the :CS axis, as

would be the case for an undisturbed linear molecule, or whether

they are localized in a number of discrete peaks as a result of

intermblecular interactions.'The height of the lone-pair features in

the deformation map (0.15 e/A ) is too low compared with the

estimated standard of 0.05 e/A , to draw any conclusions. The loca-

tion of the sulfur lone-pair density suggests the sulfur atom to be

essentially unhybridized.
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Figure 4.16

Deformation- density in cross sections through the
CN and CS bond peaks, normal to the bonds..
Contours as in Fig.4.1.

Figure 4.-17

Deformation- density in., a section normal to: the CS
bonds, through the sulfur: lone-pair density.
Contour interval 0.025 e/&3;. negative contours
broken. Projection of Na-S bonds are marked.
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It is interesting to note that the directions of the sulfur and

nitrogen lone-pair regions correspond to the preferred directions of

coordination of the SCN group as reported by Burmeister (1975).

In order to verify the bonding features found in the deformation

density observed, a theoretical deformation density has been calculat-

ed for the SCN~ group, using the extended ab initio molecular wave-

function for SCN~ of McLean and Yoshimine (1967) and isolated atoms

derived from dementi's atomic orbitals (1965). A section containing

the SCN axis is shown in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18

Theoretical deformation
density in SCN .
Contour interval 0.1 e/A3;
negative and zero contours
broken.

There is a good resemblance between the theoretical and the observed

deformation density. The CS and CN bond peaks and the nitrogen lone-

pair peak are of a similar shape in both maps. Of course the peaks

in the theoretical map are higher as the thermal smearing of the

theoretical density has not been taken into account. A ring of lone-

pair density around the sulfur atom is present with a peak height of

0.15 e/A3 and at an angle of 100° with the CS bond.

A quantitative comparison of the observed deformation density with

a theoretical density averaged over het thermal vibrations will be

made in Chapter 6.

4.4.6 Ammonium thiocvanate (81°K)

The deformation electron density has been calculated in the plane

through the SCN group. Results based on the atomic parameters from

the conventional X-ray, high order X-ray and neutron refinement are

compared in Figure 4.19.

I

I

i
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Figure A.19

Deformation density in NH^SCN. Based on
atomic parameters from:
a) conventional X-ray refinement,
b) high order X-ray refinement,
c) neutron refinement.

Contours as in Fig.4.1.

The maps show the deformation density

with increasing detail. Maximum peak

heights in the bond and lone-pair peaks

are compared in Table 4.4. It can be

concluded that for accurate quantitative

studies of the electron density in com-

pounds containing fi.rst row atoms,

atomic parameters from neutron dif-

fraction are needed, though for

qualitative studies parameters from

high order X-ray data may often be

sufficient.

The appearance of the SCN group in

NH4SCN is very similar to the results

found for NaSCN. A comparison of the

peak heights with those in NaSCN at

81°K is included in Table 4.4 and shows

similar values in both compounds. The

C-S bond peak is somewhat lower in

NaSCN than in NH.SCN. This may be due

to packing effects in the crystal

structure, but as the effect is about a>

twice the estimated standard deviation,

accumulation of errors cannot be ex-

cluded.

The deformation density in cross

sections through the C-N and O S bonds is shown in^Figure 4.20„. The

C-N bond peak shows the expected rotational symmetry about the bond

axis, while deviations from this symmetry in the C-S cross section

is too small to draw any conclusions.
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TABLE 4.4 Maximum peak heights* observed In SCN group (e/&
3
)

(standard deviations estimated at 0.04 e/&
3
)

O N

C-S

Ν

S

bond

bond

lone pair

lone pair

X-X(conv.)

0.37

0.31

0.19

0.18

NH
4
SCH 81°X

X-x(high order)

0.66

0.38

0.23

0.17

X - Ν

0.76

0.40

0.32

0.15

NaSCN 81°K

X-Xthigh order)

0.70

0.28

0.26

0.15

* based on Fourier syntheses with data cut off at 0.75 %

Figure 4.20

Deformation density in cross
sections through the C-N and C-S
bond peaks of NH4SCN, normal to the
bonds.
Contours as in Figure 4.1.

A sulfur lone-pair peak is found

in Figure 4.19, but at a slightly

larger angle with the CS axis than

in NaSCN. Figure 4.21 shows a cross

section normal to the CS axis

through the sulfur lone-pair region.

The direction of the Ν - Η ... S

hydrogen bonds is indicated"in this

figure, but no conclusions can be

made about the polarizing effect of

these hydrogen bonds on the sulfur •

lone-pair density. As was found for

NaSCN, the signal to noise
1
 ratio is

too small to show the sulfur lone-

pair density in detail.

The deformation density in sections

including the four hydrogen bonds

is shown in Figure 4.22. As was

found in other electron density

studies (α-glycylclycine: Griffin

and Coppens, 1975; 2-amino-5-chloropyridine: Kvick, Thomas and ;

Koetzle, 1975; glycine: Almlöf, Kvick and Thomas, 1973; uronium

nitrate: Harkema, 1971) , there is no build-up of electron density in
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the intermolecular regions of the

hydrogen bonds. Thus the hydrogen

bonds cannot-have 7 a maj or covalent

character.

Figure 4.21

Deformation density in a section
normal to the C-S bond axis, through
the sulfur lone-pair density.
Contours as in Fig.4.1.
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Figure 4.22

Deformation density in sections containing the
hydrogen bonds in NH^SCN.
Contours as in Figure 4.1,

)
1

1
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4.4.7 Sulfamic acid (78°K)

Deformation density maps based on the X-ray reflections with atomic

parameters taken from the neutron refinement (X-N maps) showed sig-

nificant differences in features among chemically idential atoms and

bonds. As these differences were not observed in X-X (high order)

maps, the systematic discrepancy/ discussed in section 4.2.3, shows

up again.

Modified X-N maps were therefore calculated in which the atomic para-

meters were taken from the neutron experiment, but the thermal para-

meters were rescaled with respect to the thermal parameters of the

high order X-ray refinement. This resulted in scale factors of 1.14

and 1.02 being applied to the neutron U
2 2
 and U

3 3
 values respective-

ly, a rather embarrassing situation. Deformation density maps in a

number of sections through the molecule, obtained in this way, are

shown in Figure 4.23, together with similar sections based on the

atomic parameters from the conventional and high order"(sine/λ >

1.0 ji~ ) x-xay refinements.

Similar sections based on the original neutron parameters are. shown

in Figure 4.24 for comparison and they show that the systematic

error has a very large effect on the deformation density observed.

There is a good similarity between the deformation maps in Figure

4.23, except that features involving the hydrogen atoms are missing

in the X-X maps, as the atomic parameters of the hydrogen atoms can-

not be obtained correctly from X-ray data alone.

The similarity of the X-X maps based on the atomic parameters from

the conventional and high order X-ray refinements is consistent

with the small asphericity shifts found in section 4.2.2.

High peaks are found in all bonds in the molecule. Those in the

S-N bonds and S-0 bonds are similar to peaks in bonds between first

row atoms, with an accumulation of electron density in one maximum

in the bond.

Of interest is the nature of the oxygen atoms, óf which the state of

hybridization is less predictable for sulfamic acid than for most

planar and linear compounds used so far in electron density studies.

The bonding features around all three oxygen atoms were found to have

•3
4

I

i

ft

4

I
"Λ

'Μ

\ 'J-&
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t

rotational symmetry around the S-0 bonds. The main features are the

rather broad lone-pair peaks at the back of-the oxygen'atoms; They

should be compared with more compact lone-pair peaks at oxygen

_atoms in JLnorganic_ carbonyl ligands in molecules such(as benzener ^>u,

chromiumtricarbonyi: (Rees; and -Cpppëns/^'O.TS^.'j^^^h'rciaiumhëxa^'' S -

carbonyl'tReesrand :Mitschlér, .Ï975) , where the; cfecf^bc^|is ̂essential·-;

ly tripleliandSthe'slone-^pair sp hybridized'. '*_. ; | ~'\: ^ ;*; ;J

In organic CO groups -asViiicyanuric acid ; (Coppens ;and Vqs,! 1971 i

glycine (Almlöf, KvÏck;-.andThomas,1973JLdqubie peaks; or Ibj

single maxima in the molecular^plane ;areifound,;interpreted as:

approximate sp hybrids. The;present case seemsι to be in between

those two. The average êxtërisipnnpf it̂ e iione-pair pleakjand ritsi

rotational symmetry would be compatible wlth>théïuse-fp'f ,βτρ11
 .hybrids

with l < n < 2 .

No significant lone-pair features have been found for the sulfate

oxygens in taurine (O'Connell, 1969) and-the low temperature study

of Sa-sürfaniïatè.2H2Ö, but it is most likely a result 6Ï,-*'an7ïn-~"".

sufficient number of high order'X-ray reflections, measured for these

compounds. ...'.'•-'-..''-'•'

The excess density at the nuclei of the hydrogen atoms, which was

also observed in NH.SCN, has to be attributed to the considerable

contraction of the electron density of the hydrogen atom on molecule

formation.

The deformation density in cross sections through the S-N and S-rO

bonds is given in Figure 4.25 and shows the rotational symmetry of

the density in these bonds.

Cruickshank (1961) has interpreted the shortness of the S-0 bond:in

sulfamic acid and other sulfate derivatives as evidence for π-bonds

between sulfur d-orbitals and oxygen ρ orbitals. A more recent

Extended Hiickel MO study indicated that the use of d orbitals is

not essential as the bond length variation may also be explained in

terms of s and ρ orbitals alone (Bartell, Su and Yow, 1970). Never-

theless, there is little doubtthat-thevshorteningwith« respect ito

the S-0 single bond (̂  1.69 A, Cruickshank, 1961) •'•should correspond

to a certain amount of double bond character.
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Figure 4.23

Deformation density in sections through the
sulfamic acid molecule.
Contours as in Figure 4.i.
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Figiire 4.24

Deformation density in sulfamic
acid based on the original neutron
parameters.
Contours as in Fig.4.1.
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4.25
Deformation density in cross sections
through the S-0 and S-N bonds
Contours as in Fig.4.1.

Deformation density maps including the hydrogen bonds are given in

Figure 4.26. As observed in NH.SCN, there is no build-up of electron

density in the intermolecular region of the hydrogen bonds. These

results are in agreement with molecular orbital studies of the

hydrogen bond (Dreyfus and Pullman, 1970).

It should be noted that not in every hydrogen bond in.NH4SCN and

sulfamic acid the NH bond points directly at the N, S or 0 lone-

pair density. As pointed out by Almlöf, Kvick and Thomas (1973) ,

this is not necessarily an indication for the weakness of the

hydrogen bond. .
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Figure 4.26

Deformation density in sections containing the hydrogen
bonds in sulfamic acid. At left: strong hydrogen bonds,
at right: weak hydrogen bonds.
Contours as in Fig.4.1.
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4.4.8 The valence density

The chemical bonding in a structure is considered to be a result of

a rearrangement of the valence electrons in the structure. Therefore,

from a chemical point of view, it.may be of interest to examine the

valence electron density, as given by:

-
 F
core<5>»} (4.8)

where F (Η) is calculated from the isolated atom core electrons

alone.

The valence density observed in NaSCN is shown in Figure 4.27

Figure 4.27

The valence density observed in NaSCN at 150°K.
Contour interval 0.2 e/A-*, negative contours
broken.

The valence density has its maximum (3.4 e/Ü ) near the nitrogen

atoia. This density has a saddle point at the carbon atom connecting

the maxima at the nitrogen atom and the C-S boni, and is rather low

near the sulfur atom {0.6 e/Ü ).

As a result of the larger number of electrons, the valence density

is less informative than the deformation density.
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4.4.9 Discussion

Summarizing the election density analyses, the following general

conclusions can be made.

1. The electron density rearrangement on formation of a chemical

bond can be determined by X-ray diffraction. The main feature is

a concentration of electrons in bond and lone-pair regions.

The electron density in single bonds (SN in sulfamic acid) and

triple bonds (CN in cyanide and thiocyanate) has a rotational

symmetry about the bond axis, while the density in double or

partial double bonds is elongated when the molecular symmetry is

not cylindrical (benzene CC bond).

The presence and location of the bond and lone-pair peaks provide

direct information on the hybridization state of the atoms. For

example, sp hybridization is found for the C and Ν atoms in the

cyanide and thiocyanate groups, sp hybridization for the benzene

C-atoms and approximate sp hybridization for the amino nitrogen

in Na-sulfanilate.2H
2
O and the hydrate oxygens in NaCN^H^O. The

sulfamic acid oxygen atoms are best described by sp
n
 hybridiza-

tion witn 1 < η < 2.

2. The appearance of the SO, SN and SC bonds is very similar to the

bonds between first row atoms with a concentration of electron

density in a single peak in each bond; this in contrast to the

SS bond in cyclic octasulfur (Coppens, Blessing, Yang and Larsen,

1976) , where a double peak was observed. The sulfur atoms in sul-

famic acid and Na-sulfanilate.2H-0 seem essentially sp hybridized.

The terminal sulfur atoms in the thiocyanates and 2,5-dimercapto-

thiadiazole seem mainly unhybridized as the sulfur lone-pair

peaks are found under angles of 90 - 100° with the CS axis.

3. Electron density studies of the hydrogen bond show no accumula-

tion of density in the intermolecular region of the bond. This

supports an electrostatic rather than a covalent interpretation

of the bonding.

4. Electron density studies should preferably be performed at reduced

temperatures, particularly when the atomic parameters have to be

obtained from x-ray data.

In combined X-ray and neutron diffraction studies, measurements
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at low temperatures are important as the deformation density will

be less affected by thermal averaging (peak heights in CS bonds

with identical bond lengths: 0.26 e/A in 2,5-dimercaptothia-

diazole at 295°K, 0.49 e/&3 in Na-sulf anilate.~2fi2Ö~at"78°K.

5. For some purposes the X-X (high order) deformation density may

produce sufficient information to analyse the chemical bonding.

No bonding features involving hydrogen atoms are obtained and

features involving first row atoms may be underestimated (the CN

bond and the Ν lone-pair peak in NH.SCN are 0.1 e/A lower in the

X-X (high order) than in the X-N map).

6. Electron density studies require a minimum number of reflections

to become relevant.

Consideration of the effort of data collection puts a maximum to

the method as well. The large unit cell of Na-sulfanilate.2H
2
O

required the collection of a dramatic number of X-ray reflections.

No reflections with sine/λ > 1.0 R~ were collected as they could

no longer be resolved. The collection of neutron data was im-

possible for the same lack of resolution.

Although several aspects of the bonding in Na-sulfanilate.2H~O

have been resolved, not all aspects could be obtained (hydrogen

bonds, oxygen lone-pairs). It is clear, therefore, that with a

structure like Na-sulfanilate.2H
2
O the upper limit of the problem

to be handled in electron density work with present day's methods,

has been reached.
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C H A P T E R 5

POPULATION ANALYSIS AND DIPOLE MOMENT

5.1 Quantitative charge density analysis

The electron density distribution, as obtained from X-ray data,, has

been found in the previous chapter to lend itself to a useful

qualitative examination. The electron density distribution, however,

also carries implicit quantitative information on a number of one-

electron properties that may be measured independently by other

methods, or may be estimated theoretically. So the electron density

distribution observed can be the subject of a quantitative analysis

as well.

The electronic contribution to one-electron properties can be

derived from the electron density by:

6 ρ(r) dv (5.1)

molecule

where 6 stands for a multiplicative operator. For the different

properties δ takes, apart from some normalization constants, the

following form:

- the electrostatic molecular potential in point r':

δ = l/|r-r'|

- the charge: o = 1

- the molecular dipole moment: 6 = r

- the alectric quadrupole moment tensor:

6 = - %R with R
1±
 = 3x

2
 - r

2
, R

1 2
 = 3xy, etc.

Not all these properties, however, may be suitable for a derivation

from the electron density observed by X-ray diffraction. Properties

like quadrupole and higher multipole moments, for example, will be

dominated by the electron density in the outer part of the molecular

volume. The electron density in those regions is very low and large

parts of space contribute to the final value, resulting in an accu-

mulation of uncertainties.

I
If
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At the present moment it is unlikely that reliable properties other

than charges and dipole moments can be derived from the electron

density distribution observed, while the usefulness of the latter

property has still to be verified.

Two methods have been applied to derive atomic or molecular charges

from the observed electron density distribution. A population

analysis in which the molecular density is fitted to a number of

atomic functions will be reported in section 5.2, a direct integra-

tion of the three-dimensional electron density in section 5.3. The

derivation of the molecular dipole moment from the observed electron

density is the subject of section 5.4.

5.2 Valence shell projection methods

As was stated in Chapters 1 and 4, the molecular electron density

can be regarded as the superposition of deformed atomic densities.

Mathematically speaking, the molecular density can be projected into

a number of functions centered on the nuclei. Accordingly, the

scattering of X-rays by the molecule is closely resembled by the

vector-sum of the scattering by the electron densities corresponding

with each of these functions. We distinguish the core functions, de-

scribing the electron density of the core electrons, unaffected by

chemical bonding, and the valence functions, needed to represent the

valence electron density:

(c)

atoms

Σ
.(ν)

(r-r.)] (5.2)

• thin which ρ
 ί
 and <3\!i denote the core and the j valence function

on nucleus i, respectively. As the core density is unaffected

by chemical bonding, the core function can be taken from atomic, cal-

culations. The occupancy numbers n.. have to be determined. This is

achieved by adjustment in a least-squares refinement of the model

structure to the X-ray data observed. It is obvious that such a pro-

jection method requires a careful selection of atomic valence func-

tions to define meaningful "pseudo-atoms" in the model structure and

that the atomic populations may depend on the choice of these func-

tions.
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Different sets of valence functions are used in the following two

methods:

- A charge deformation model as used by Harel and Hirshfeld (1975)

and Maslen et al. (1975) . Non-spherical "pseudo-atoms" are defined,

described by monopolar, dipolar and higher order density functions

centered at the atomic nuclei:

ppseudo-atom pcore pmonopolar pdipolar

+ pquadrupolar + ··· (5.3)

An excellent fit to the electron density observed is obtained. The

fairly large number of functions will inevitably result in

arbitrariness in the definition of pseudo-atoms.

- The valence shell projection method (LS method) of Stewart (1970) .

Only one valence function per atom is used, corresponding to the

valence shell of an isolated spherical atom. The number of

electrons in each valence shell is treated as a variable. In the

original description by Stewart the valence functions are centered

at the nuclear positions and restricted to undergo thermal vibra-

tions as observed in the crystal structure.

A similar model has been used by Harkema to study the charge

distribution in uronium nitrate (1971) . It should be mentioned that

a model based on the sum of spherical atoms with fixed positional

and thermal parameters, gives a rather poor representation of the

real electron density in the structure.

Coppens, Pautler and Griffin (1971) therefore suggested the extend-

ed valence shell projection method (ELS) , in which the number of

electrons in the valence shell of each atom is varied simultaneous-

ly with the positional and thermal parameters.of the atoms and the

scale factor, in order to get a better fit to the electron density

observed. Deficiencies in the model will be "absorbed" by the

positional and thermal parameters during the least-squares refine-

ment. Applications of the ELS method did show that atomic valence

shells based on Hartree-Fock atomic orbitals, often give a poorer

fit to the electron density observed than valence shells based on

the Slater Type orbitals (STO's). The STO is defined as:

X(r,6,d>) = Rn(r) (5.4)
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The angular part Y- consists of spherical harmonics; the radial

part R is defined as:

R (r) = {(2?)
2n+1

/(2n):}^r
n
~

1 (5.5)

By a careful choice of the orbital exponent ξ, the atomic valence

shell based on STO's, can be made to simulate the contraction or

expansion of the atomic electron density on molecule formation.

An extension of the ELS method to allow for an expansion or con-

traction of the atomic valence function with respect to the

isolated atom would remove the controversy around the choice of

atomic valence functions. Such an extension of the ELS method

is the kappa-refinement (RADIEL) of Yang, Becker and Coppens

(1976) . The procedure is based on the fact that the scattering at

sine/λ = s by an atomic valence shell, consisting of STO's with

an orbital exponent κξ, is identical to the scattering at

sinö/λ = S/K by a similar valence shell with exponent ξ:

3) = f(C,£) (5.6)

The application of this relation has been generalized to the

scattering by Hartree-Fock atomic valence shells, although these

are not defined by a single orbital exponent. The parameter κ is

varied simultaneously with the regular ELS parameters. Values for

κ higher than 1.0 indicate that the atomic density is contracted,

values lower than 1.0 indicate that the density is expanded on the

. fprmation of the chemical bond.

"I-fc should be mentioned that the methods do not have a sound physical

background, making it ..difficult to interpret the results in quantum

.chemical terms. They serve to give a quantitative interpretation of

the electron density .distribution, .in which they succeed better the

more variables are introduced. These variables, however, make an

interpretation in simple .terms
r
 such as atomic charges, to loose its

meaning. : ; :
 :
.

The valence shell projection methods have been applied to NaCN.2H_O,

sulfamic acid> NaSCN and NH;,SGN.. For comparison, puirposes all three
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methods (LS, ELS and RADIEL) were applied. This will show to what

extent reproducible atomic charges are obtained. The resulting net

atomic charges are reported in Tables 5.1 - 5.4.

TABLE 5.1

Na

C

Β

0(1)

0(2)

H(l)

H(2)

H(3)

H<4)

CN

HjO (I)

H2Ü (IX)

Net

LS

+ .10

-.36

-.11

-.08

.00

+ .14

+ .06

+ .09

+ .16

-.47

+ .12

+ .25

atomic charges

<1)

(3)

<2>

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(4)

(4)

(4)

ELS

+.04

-.34

-.15

-.21

-.20

+ .25

+ .18

+ .19

+ .25

-.49

+ .22

+ .24

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(2)

(4)

(5)

NaCN,2H2°
RADIEL

+ .19

-.25

-.23

-.42

-.41

+ .31

+ .26

+ .26

+ .30

-.48

+ .15

+ .15

(2)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(5)

(4)

(4)

TABLE 5.3 Net atomic charges

NaSCN (150°K)

Na

S

c
Ν

SCN

LS

+ .09

+ .06

+ .04

-.19

-.09

(2)

(4)

(5)

(3)

(2)

ELS

+ .02

+ .08

+ .05

-.14

-.02

(2)

(3)

(4)

(3)

(2)

BAD IEL

+ .20

-.33

+ .44

-.30

-.20

(3)

(5)

(6)

(5)

(3)

TABLE 5.2 Set atomic charges Sulfamic acid

s
O(l)

0(2)

0(3)

Ν

H(l)

H(2)

H(3)

0 (averaged)

Η (averaged)

LS

+ .89

-.32

-.40

-.21

-.34

+ .09

+ .21

+ .07

-.31

+ .12

(6)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(2)

(2)

ELS

+ .74

-.26

-.44

-.32

-.07

-.01

+ .16

+ .20

-.34

+ .12

(6)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(6)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(2)

(3)

RADIEL

+1.03

-.45

-.61

-.53

+ .18

+ .06

+ .13

+ .19

-.53

+ .13

(7)

(4)

(3)

(4)

(10)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(3)

(3)

TABLE

S

C

N(l)

N{2)

H(l)

H(2)

H(3)

H<4)

SCN

NH
4

5.4 Net at

LS

+.09 (5)

-.29 (4)

-.09 (3)

-.36 (4)

+.17 (3)

+.09 (3)

+.21 (3)

+.19 (3)

-.29 (7)

+ .29 (7)

omic charges NHjSCN

ELS

-.12

-.34

-.22

+ .01

+ .19

+ .05

+ .23

+ .21

-.68

+ .68

(3)

(3)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(5)

(5)

RADIEL

-.43 <5)

+.02 (5)

-.33 (4)

+.02 (5)

+.22 (3)

+.08 (3)

+.21 (3)

+.20 (3)

-.74 (8)

+.74 (8)

The isolated atom core and valence scattering factors for the non-

hydrogen atoms have been taken from Fukamachi. (1971) and are based

on Hartree-Fock atomic orbitals. For the hydrogen atoms, which are

known to contract considerably on molecule formation, the molecular

optimized atomic scattering factors, given by Stewart, Davidson and

Simpson {1965), were used. Constraints have been used ίη
Λ
all pro-

jection methods to maintain the electroneutrality of the structure.

The function representing the M-shell of sodium is very diffuse in

nature and can hardly be considered as representing ±he charge on

the sodium atom. For this purpose the L-she11 function was used as

this function is localized on the sodium atom.
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The radial parameter of the tetrahedrally coordinated atoms turned

out to be highly correlated with the radial parameters-of the sur-

rounding atoms. For this reason no unique κ values could be determin-

ed in the RADIEL refinements for the S and Ν atoms in sulfamic acid

and the ammonium Ν atom in NH
4
SCN.

The net charges turn out to be highly dependent on the method used.

In the radial dependence refinement, for example, the oxygen atoms

expand by 3% (κ = 0.97) and 4% (κ = 0.96) in sulfamic acid and NaCN.

2H-O, respectively, and the oxygen atoms take slightly higher

negative charges accordingly. In a similar way both thiocyanates

show an expansion by 4% of the sulfur atom and a contraction of 5%

of the carbon atom in the radial dependence refinement. This results

in a considerable rearrangement of the atomic charges, although the

SUIT, of charges over the atoms varies less.

The charge distribution in the amino group of sulfamic acid and the

ammonium group of NH.SCN, on the other hand, heavily depends on

whether the hydrogen atoms are kept at their nuclear positions,

determined by the neutron refinement (LS method), or whether an

allowance is made for the displacement of the centroid of hydrogen

charge density into the NH bond on molecule formation (ELS and

RADIEL methods) .

In these cases the charge and dipole determinations, described in

the next two sections, support the flexible model. The electron

density change on molecule formation is obviously too large near the

hydrogen atoms for the fixed atom method to be useful.

A net charge of about - 0.5 electron is found for the cyanide group

in NaCN.2H_0, while the positive charge is divided over the sodium

atom and the hydrate molecules.

The sulfur atom in sulfamic acid has a large positive charge of

about +0.7 to +1.0 electron, in agreement with the appearance of this

atom in the deformation density maps. Negative charges of -0.3 to

-0.5 electron are found for the oxygen atoms and slightly positive

charges of about +0.12 electron for the hydrogen atoms.

The charge transfer in the thiocyanates is found to be larger in

NH^SCN than in NaSCN.

Charge differences of 0.55 to 0.65 electron are.found across each
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hydrogen bond in NaCN.2H
2
O, sulfamic acid and NH

4
SCN. These results

indicate important electrostatic contributions to the hydrogen bond

energy.

The foregoing discussion has shown that a definition of atoms in ί

molecules is highly arbitrary. A consideration of atomic charges *

will therefore result in no more than a qualitative impression of 1

the charge distribution over the molecule. A determination of the •;

net charges on discrete units as ions and hydrate molecules seems . ;

more encouraging. \

5.3 Charge populations from numerical integration >

An alternative way to derive the charge on molecules or molecular '
u

fragments is the direct numerical integration of the electron ' f

density observed. The controversies, adherent to the valence shell \

projection method, about the choice of atomic functions or the I

scattering power of the fragments, do not occur in this method. The. i

problem arising now is the definition of the molecular volume. •

In exceptional cases the shape of the molecule can be approximated ;

by a parallelepiped as for the TCNE-pyrene charge transfer complex, \

making the^integration of the electron density fairly simple !

(Coppens 'and Hamilton, 1968). A generally applicable definition of \

the molecular volume has recently been described by Coppens (1975) . ';

The space between two neighbouring atoms belonging, to different ;

molecules is divided according to the ratio of the Van der Waals ·

radii of these atoms. This method has been applied to NaCN.2H
2
O, Na-

sulfanilate.2H
2
O, NaSCN and NH^SCN, in order to determine the charge .

t^insfer in these compounds. As only shifts of charges interest us, '

the integration has been performed on the deformation density. I

The following Van der Waals radii were assigned to the atoms in |

order to define the molecular volume: ,j

S 1.85 A

C 1.4 A

The asphericity shift in the positional parameters of ι the hydrogen i

atoms, when determined by X-ray diffraction, is partly accounted for |
Is

in the choice of the molecular volume by using a larger Van der f
;|

Waals radius. ü

Ν

0

1

1

.5

.4

A

A

Η

Η

(neutron)

(X-ray)

1

1

. 1

. 2

£
A
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A problem arises as the sodium atom is generally considered to be

mainly involved in ionic or metallic bonding and consequently has no

Van der Waals radius defined. A value for an effective sodium radius

was therefore introduced as a variable."The
!
neTrcharges Ton^the

5
'

sodium atoms, resulting from the charge integration,;are reported in

Table 5.5 for a variety of radii.

TABLE 5.5 Net charge on the sodium atom determined by numerical integration

Effective

radius

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.90

.05

.20

.35

.50

.65

.80

.95

net

+0.

+0.

-0.

+0.

+0.

0.

-0.

NaCN.

charge

15

16

14

10

05

00

06

-

(7)

(6)

(6)

(5)

(4)

(3)

(3)

2H
2
O

V* (

5.

7.

9.

12.

16.

21.

26.

-

&
3
)

3

2

9

9

7

0

1

Na-sulfanilate

net charge V

+0

+0

+0

+0

+0

+0

+0

.10

.11

.11

.08

.07

.05

.05

-

(7)

(7)

(7)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(7)

.2H

a
5.

7.

10.

13.

17.

22.

27.

2°
3)

3

4

3

7

8

6

5

net

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

+0.

NaSCN (150°Κ)

charge

20

22

24

26

27

28

25

24

(8)

(7)

(7)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(B)

V (&
3
)

4.Β

7.0

9.4

12.4

15.8

20.0

23.9

28.8

* integrated volume

Standard deviations assigned to the net charges observed are derived

from the errors in the structure factors observed, following an

approximate method as described by Coppens and Hamilton (1968), and

from relative errors in the scale factor of 1% (see section 4.3).

For each of the structures the charges reported in Table 5.5 are

fairly independent of the effective radius assigned to the sodium

atom. An effective radius of 1.5 A will therefore be used in the

remainder of this section.

Net charges on the molecular fragments in NaCN.2H
2
O, Na-sulfanilate.

2H
2
O, NaSCN snd NH

4
SCN obtained with the integration method, are

reported in Table 5.6 and are compared with similar results of the

RADIEL refinement.

The agreement between the results of the integration method and the

projection method is fair. Negative charges, although considerably

smaller than a straight ionic model would predict, are found for

the cyanide, sulfanilate and thiocyanate anions. The sodium atom

bears a positive charge of +0.27 (6) electron in NaSCN, whereas

charges not significantly different from zero are found in the NaCN.

2H_O ard Na-sulfanilate structures. Of interest is bhe positive
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TABLE 5.6 Net

NaCN.2H2O

Na-sulfanilate

NaSCN

NH4SCN

charges determined

CN
Na
H2°
H20

d>
(II)

.2H2O sulfanilate

Na

H20

H20

SCN

Na

SCN

NH4

(I)
(II)

by numerical

net charge

-0.50

+0.05

+0.22

+0.24

-0.37

+0.07

+0.14

+0.16

-0.27

+0.27

-0.53

+0.53

(3)
(4)
(3)

(2)

(10)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(6)

(4)

(4)

integration

volume" (ft3)

34.6

16.7

26.4

23.3

171.3

17.8

23.0

25.3

59.5

15.3

66.0

29.0

RADIEL

-0

+0

+0

+0

-0

+0

-0

.48

.19

.15

.15

-

-

-

-

.20

.20

.74

+0.74

(5)

(2)

(4)

(4)

(3)

(3)

(8)

(8)

* integrated volume

charge of +0.15 to +0.23 electron found on all hydrate molecules.

These values are very similar to the average net charge of +0.18

electron found by Coppens, Pautler and Griffin (1971) with the ex-

tended valence shell projection method for four hydrate molecules.

The charge migration observed in the inorganic salts, described in

the present work, is similar to results found by cooper, Larsen,

Coppens and Giese (1973) for the mineral kernite (Na2B4Og.3H2O) with

fractional charges considerably smaller than predicted by a pure

ionic model. This has been ascribed by Pauling (1948) and Slater

(1965) to the high coordination numbers present in inorganic

structures, where small fractions of covalent character in each bond

accumulate and lead to a considerable reduction of the charge trans-

fer in the structure.

Finally, it should be pointed out that the interpretation.of„the

neutral appearance of the sodium atom in the present study, in terms

of ionic and covalent bonding, is rather arbitrary. This is clearly

illustrated by a consideration of a simple structure like NaCl. The

valence electron of an isolated Na atom and the extra electron

belonging to a CI ion are both distributed over a large area. As

the packing in the structure is compact, both the covalent structure

NaCl and the ionic structure Na CI would have identical electron

density distributions (Linkoaho, 1969). A distinction between a co-

valent and an ionic bond is then no longer defined. The situation is

somewhat less simple for the more complex structures described in

i
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this work. The results of Table 5.5 give evidence for covalent con-

tributions to the bonding in NaCN.21^0, Na-sulfanirate.2fl2O and..

NaSCN. The amount of covalent character in each structure, however,

remains uncertain.

5.4 Dipole moments

The definition of the molecular volume described in section 5.3

allows for the determination of the molecular dipole moment in the

solid state by the integration:

C atoms
H = r p(r) dv + I q.r.

I ^ J. J.

molecule

(5.7)

where the last term corresponds to the nuclear contribution to the

dipole moment; q. represents the charge, r. the position of nucleus

i. Structures consisting of discrete, electroneutral molecules are

suitable for the determination of the dipöle moment, as their dipole

moments will not depend on the choice of the origin.Sulfamic acid has

been selected as a test-case for the dipole moment determination

based on numerical integration. Experimental measurements in solution

resulted in a dipole moment for sulfamic acid varying from 10.2 to

13.3 Debye, depending on the solvent (Sears, Fortune and Blumenshine,

1966). As the integration was performed over the deformation

density, no substraction of the nuclear contribution of the dipole

moment was necessary. The integration method resulted in a dipole

moment of 5.8 Debye. This value is somewhat dependent on the choice

of the molecular volume. An increase in the volume of the amino

group resulted in a dipole moment of 6.-7 Debye.

Other uncertainties in the calculated dipole moment occur and are a

result of:

1. errors in the positional parameters of the atomic nuclei,

2. statistical errors in the observed structure factors,

3. an error in the scale factor.

Expressions for the three contributions are easily derived:

/
atoms

L (5,8)
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Is?--U^^F
F - (Η)

with φ(Η,Γ) r cos(2πΗΓ) dv

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

molecule

All three contributions were estimated? the evaluation of the

integrals $(H,r) was considerably simplified by replacing the

molecular volume by a cube with the same volume. Rough extimations

of the three contributions to the standard deviation gave about 0.07,

1.0 and 1.0 Debye, respectively, resulting in a total·standard

deviation of 1.5 Debye. Thus the dipole moment of sulfamic acid

appears to be significantly smaller in the solid state than in

solution.

Summarizing this chapter it can be stated that considering a molecule

as a sum of atoms is rather arbitrary. A study of the charge trans-

fer among discrete structural units was found to be more successful.A

derivation of the molecular dipole moment from the electron density

observed in sulfamic acid resulted in a significant value.
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C H A P T E R 6

A QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL ELECTRON DENSITIESi

6.2 Introduction

As; long as the Schrödinger equation for a molecular system-or crystal

cannot be solved directly and approximations have to be made to ob-

tain wavefunctions, it will be necessary to compare the results of

quantum chemistry with experimental data- As was stated in Chapter 1

X-ray diffraction can serve a most useful function here. This com-

parison can take place along different lines:

1. On the basis of different quantum chemical models different sets

of structure factors are calculated and compared with experiment.

The disagreement factor R, defined as:

= Σ
Η

obs(I) I a
Η

: o b s v 2 '
(6.1)

serves to indicate the quality of the model, or stated different-

ly, the value of the approximations (Groenewegen and Feil, 1969) .

2. On the basis of the model as well as with the experimental

structure factors an electron density map is calculated and the

results are compared (De With, Harkema and Feil, 1975).

In both methods the problem has to be solved how to correct the

theoretical density of the molecule at rest for thermal motion to

make a comparison relevant with the time-averaged observed electron

density.

In the present work the comparison is made in real space by means

of the electron density distribution.

6.2 The effect of thermal motion

Thermal motion reduces the amount of information of the electron

density. This reduction is easily understood by considering the

distribution of intensities over reciprocal space. Thermal motion

I
ί

'•••I

ι nt
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reduces the intensity of high order reflections to values, below the

noise level, leaving all information in the relatively small number

of.,low-order reflections. The- sameireduction: of > informatiön.;"=can-.:.be:

seen in reali. space\;^

are smeared out. Consequently^' the information rich static7'density

cannot be obtained from the thermally-smeared density as;: obtained

from X-ray diffraction. The only way left is to average the theo-

retical density over the different thermal modes and compare the

results with the experimental density.

Two contributions to the thermal vibrations in the structure are

considered:

- internal vibrations of the molecule, such as stretching, bending

and torsional modes;

- external vibrations of the molecule as a rigid body. They consist

of rigid body translations and librations.

For most structures the external vibrations occur at considerably

lower frequencies than the internal ones and result in considerably

larger mean square displacements of the atoms, even at a reduced

temperature.

A convolution of the static, theoretical density with a distribution

function describing the motion of the molecule (Coulson and Thomas,

1971) is straightforward as long as only external vibrations are

considered to contribute to the motion of the molecule.

When internal vibrations in the molecule are included, the method

becomes less simple. Molecular wavefunctions have to be calculated

for a large number of molecular geometries and the internal vibra-

tions simulated by an averaging over these geometries.

An extensive study of the thermal smearing in an acetylene model

structure, including internal and rigid body vibrations, has been

made by Ruysink and Vos (1974) . They conclude that the internal

vibrations in acetylene may be neglected in the thermal smearing

procedure. The electron density observed in 2,5-dimethyl-3-hexyn-

2,5-diol has been compared with the dynamic density (i.e. the time-

averaged theoretical density) calculated for a related molecule by

Helmholdt (1975) and found to be very similar.
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6.3 The method of calculation - ,•·•• ;·ν·,,.-.„.

The method used to calculate the time-averaged electron density for

the CN~ and SCN~ groups, is based on the following; Assumptions:

a. Only rigid body vibrations are considered to contribute to the

displacements of the atoms from their equilibrium position, i.e.

internal vibrations are neg;scted.

The internal vibrations in the SCN group are caused by CN and CS

stretching and SCN bending modes with frequencies corresponding

to 2080, 750 and 470 cm" . They have an appreciable amount of

zero-point motion (Cyvin, 1968) and are almost independent of the

absolute temperature. The external modes in NaSCN occur between

40 and 140 cm" (Iqbal, 1971). The thermal parameters observed in

NaSCN show an approximately linear dependence of the absolute

temperature, indicating that the atomic displacements are mainly

due to the external vibrations.

Thus the time-averaged density is obtained by the convolution:

lE) = Ι Ρ(Ε-Υ)
 p
(Y) dv (6.2)

with

P(r)

P(y)

the time-averaged density

the static density

a function describing the probability that the

point (r-v) is displaced over a distance ν from

its equilibrium position.

b. As only linear molecules are considered,the,..calculations can be

simplified by assuming the molecular axis to correspond to a

principal axis of the thermal motion tensor and assuming the

thermal motion to be isotropic in the direction normal to the

bond axis. The first assumption is justified by the thermal para-

meters observed for the atoms in the CN and SCN groups (see

section 6.4). Generally the second condition is not fulfilled but

no significant errors are made if the time-averaged density is

calculated only along the molecular axis.

A general description of the rigid body motion requires the thermal

vibrations to be described by both translational and librational

modes. Two cases will be discussed:
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- Only rigid body translations are taken into account. This model is

oversimplified but the calculations are made very simple, so that

this model is of interest for comparative purposes.

- Both rigid body translations and libratipns are taken into account.

Translation_only.

When only rigid body translations contribute to the displacement of

the molecule and x, y and ζ correspond to the principal axes of the

motion and (u y, (u y and <̂U ^ to the mean square displacements

along these axes, the probability function in eq.(6.2) can be written

as:

P(y) = P(x) P(y) P(z) (6.3)

with P(x) = exp - (6.4)

and similar expressions for P(y) and P(z).

Only two parameters describe the rigid body translations in the

present case:

<̂ U,/̂  : the mean square displacement in axial direction

(u
±
y : the mean square displacement in radial direction

When the time-averaged density is calculated only along the molecular

axis, taken as the x-axis, and the rotational symmetry of the static

density about the molecular axis is taken into account, we get the

expression (in cylindrical coordinates χ and r ) :

- Γ Γp(x.,-x,-r) P(x) P(r) 2irr dx dr (6.5)

with

and

P(x) =

F(r) =

exp -
χ

2<U?,>J

2π<
exp -

(6.6)

(6.7)

Since the static density is calculated in a two-dimensional isometric

grid, the time-averaged density is calculated by replacing the
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integrals in eq.(6.5) by summations.

The translations and librations are considered to be uncorrelated.

Four parameters describe the rigid body motion:

(ρ») : mean square displacement of translation in axial

direction

(p
±
y : mean square displacement of translation in radial

direction

Ax y : mean square amplitude of libration about axes

normal to the bond axis

S : coordinate of the center of libration taken on the

bond axis

As the librational amplitudes are generally small and the time-

averaged density is calculated only along the bond axis, the calcula-

tions can be considerably simplified by replacing the librational

motion by a linear vibration with mean square displacement:

<U^>= (X- S)
2
<a

2
> (6.8)

This assumption was found to give errors less than 0.01 e/A in the

model calculation on acetylene (Ruysink and Vos, 1974) .

Then the dynamic density at the bond axis, expressed in x,y,z co-

ordinates, is given by:

p
d

( x
l

) =
 J J Ι Ρ(

χ
Γ

χ
'"

γ
'"

ζ )
 P(x)P(y)P(z) dxdydz

with P(x) similar to eq.(6.6). Ρ(y) and P(z) correspond to convolu-

tions of the distribution functions for translation and pseudo-

libration in the y and ζ directions, respectively. It is easy to

derive that:

P(y) = exp -

with <oj> = <
0
2

(6.10)

(6.11)

Expressions similar to eqs.(6.5) - (6.7) can therefore be used again

to calculated the time-averaged density.
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6.4 The choice of thermal parameters

The parameters describing the thermal motion of the CN and SCN

groups, have to be derived from the experimental thermal parameters

in the structures NaCN.2H2Or NaSCN and NH4SCN.

As was stated in Chapter 1 the thermal motion of each atom in the

structure is described by the symmetrical tensor Ü, determined by a

least squares refinement. When U is expressed in a Cartesian

coordinate system, the mean square displacement of the atom in the

direction of the unit vector r is given by:

(U2(r))= rTUr (6.12)

TABLE 6.1

Experimental atomic mean

square displacements (A )

Mean square displacements in axial direction and averaged mean

square displacements in radial directions for the atoms in the CN

and SCN groups observed, are reported in Table 6.1. The approximately

constant value of ζΰιι/ in each group supports the assumption that

the motion along the molecular axis is only due to rigid body trans-

lations. In each of the structures observed,

the bond axis was found indeed to correspond to

the principal axis of the atomic U-tensors with

the smallest mean square displacement.

The (Uj.^-values for all thiocyanate groups show

the effect of librations about a point in the

CS bond.

Parameters describing the rigid body motions,

with and without libration, are reported in

Table 6.2. For the CN group in NaCN.2H
2
O, where

the libration cannot be derived from the ex-

perimental u-values, an arbitrary libration

with <̂a ) = 0.010 rad about the center of the

CN bond, has been adopted for comparitive

purposes.

c
Ν

0.

0.

NaSCN

Ξ

c
Ν

<

0

0

0

NgSCN_.

S

c
Ν

\

0

0

0

NH.SCH
—" *.

Ξ

C

s

G

0

0

0169

0169

150°K

01289

01281

01327

_8i°S

.00691

.0073S

.00748

81°K

.00900

.00865

.00888

0.0278

0.0308

0.01923

0.01540

0.02412

0.01035

O.0OS06

0.01361

0.01225

0.01174

0.01803
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TABLE 6.2 Riciid body parameters for the

Neglect of l ibration

structure

NaCN.2H2O 150°K
NaSCN 150°K
NaSCN 81°K
NH4SCN 81°K

<U?,> <&2)

0.017
0.0Ï3
0.007
0.009

Including_librations

structure

NaCN.2H20 150°K
NaSCN 150°K
NaSCN 81°K
NH4SCN 81°K

<u2> <it2)

0.017
0.013
0.007
0.009

<u2> a2)
0.029
0.020
0.011
0.014

<u2> (&2)

0.026
0.015
0.009
0.011

CN and SCN

<o2> trad2)

0

0

0
0

.0100

.0035

.0017

.0020

group

S (£)

0

0

0

0

58

49

.58

75

a)

b)

b)

b)

a) center of CN bond
b) point in CS bond at distance S from carbon atom

β.5 Results

The procedure described in the previous sections has been applied to

the CN and SCN~ groups.

The accurate molecular wavefunction for CN~ of Bonaccorsi, Petrongolo,

Scrocco and Tomasi (1968) was adopted for the calculation of the

static, theoretical density. The deformation density was calculated

by subtracting an atomic density, based on dementi's atomic orbitals

(1965).

Figure 6,1 shows

a. the static deformation density of CN ;

b. the dynamic (i.e. the time-averaged theoretical) deformation

density based on the model including rigid body translations and

librations;

c. the dynamic deformation density, neglecting librations;

d. the deformation density as observed in NaCN.2H O.

The thermal smearing results in a considerable flattening of the de-

formation density. The maximum peak heights in the bond and lone-

pair regions are reduced to 75% and 40% of their static values,

respectively. The very deep cusps at the atomic sites have almost

disappeared as a result of the smearing. Very similar results have
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Figure 6.1

The deformation density in
the CN group:
a. the static density;
b. the dynamic density in-

cluding librations;
c. the dynamic density-neglect-

ing librations; ,
d. the density observed, based

on data with βίηθ/λ < '
0.75 X"

1
.

-0-5

been found in the acetylene model calculation by Ruysxjk and Vos

(1974).

The neglect of libration results in a slight underestimation of the

bond peak and an overestimation of the lone-pair peaks. The maximum

difference is only 0.02 e/R. and therefore negligible in view of the

standard deviations in the experimental electron densities (0.03 -

0.06 e/A
3
).

The experimental density agrees well with the predicted dynamic de-

formation density in the CN bond and the carbon lone-pair regions,

but is clearly too low in the nitrogen lone-pair region. The ex-

perimental deformation density, however, is based on atomic para-

meters obtained from high order X-ray data, so that asphericity

shifts in the atomic parameters (see sectiGn 4.1) may lead to an

underestimation of the deformation density. As only the deformation

density in the nitrogen lone-pair region is found to be too low,

whereas the carbon lone-pair region is normal, the high order X-ray

atomic parameters of the nitrogen atom seem to be more affected by

bonding effects than those of the carbon atom. An independent

neutron diffraction study is necessary to confirm this suggestion.

The errors due to the asphericity shifts will be of the same mag-

nitude for the deformation density and the valence density. As the

valence density corresponds closely to the density of the valence •
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shells of the isolated atoms, asphericity shifts will have relative-

ly little effect and differences between the dynamic and experimental

valence density wi31 mainly have to be attributed to series termina-

tion effects or to an error in the thermal smearing model. The static

and dynamic valence densities of CN~ are shown in Figure 6.2 and

compared with the experimental valence density in NaCN^I^O.

An excellent agreement is found for the dynamic and experimental

valence densities. Differences between the experimental and dynamic

densities are of the same magnitude for the valence and the deforma-

tion densities. It can therefore be concluded that the thermal

smearing model is adequate and that series termination effects to

the valence density of the CN group are small, as may be expected

from the smooth curvature of the dynamic valence density. A quite

different result is obtained for the total density, shown in Figure

6.3, where series termination effects are very pronounced at

places with the steepest curvature of the density.

Figure 6.2

The valence density in the CN
group:
a. the static density;
b. the dynamic density;
c. the density observed, based

on data with
sine/λ < 0.75 I"

1

Ν
Figure 6.3

The total density in tha CN
group:
a. the static density;
b. the dynamic density;
c. the density observed, based on

data with sin9/X < 0.75 A"
1
;

d. the density observed, based on
data with εΐηθ/λ < 0.92 A '
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An accurate Hartree-Fock molecular wavefunction for the SCN~ group

has been given by McLean and Yoshimine (1968) and was used here to

calculate the electron density. The deformation density was obtained

by subtracting an atomic density based on dementi's atomic orbitals.

The geometry adopted by McLean and Yoshimine for the SCN~ group

(r
 c
 = 1.561/ r„.

T
 = 1.217 A) is somewhat different from the geometry

observed in NaSCN and NH,SCN (r = 1.648, r = 1.176 A ) , which may

affect the comparison of the theoretical and experimental electron

density.

A second molecular wavefunction has therefore been calculated for

the SCN~ group with the experimental geometry and using the Harti.ee-

Fock-Slater method (Baerends, Ellis and Ros, 1973) with a basis set

similar to the one used by McLean and Yoshimine, not including any

4f functions.

The Hartree-Fock-Slater method was found to give a deformation

density for CO very similar to the Hartree-Fock method (De With and

Feil, 1975), but has not yet been tested for other molecules. For

this reason little can be said about the expected accuracy of this

wavefunction.

The theoretical deformation density in the SCN~ group is compared

with the density observed in NH.SCN in Figures 6.4a and 6.4b, using

the Hartree-Fock and Hartree-Fock-Slater results, respectively.

ι 1

10 -

Figure 6»4a

The deformation density
in the SCN group :
a. the static Hartree-Fock

density;
b. the dynamic density in-

cluding librations and
parameters as in NH^SCN;

c. the density observed in
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Figure 6.4b

As in Figure 6.4a, but
based on the Hartree-ïock-
Slater density.

Although the Hartree-Fock and Hartree-Fock-Slater densities are

qualitatively very similar, there is a quantitative difference and

it is clear from Figure 6.4 that the experimental deformation

density fits the shape of the Hartree-Fock density better than the

Hartree-Fock-Slater one. Therefore only the Hartree-Fock density

will be considered in the remainder of this section.

The dynamic deformation density in the SCN~ group is compared with

the density observed in NaSCN at 150°K and 8l°K, respectively, in

Figures 6.5 and 6.6. In each case the deformation density observed

is based on the data with sine/λ < 0.75 A"
1
.

The conclusions are partly the same as for the CN~ group and can be

summarized as follows:

1. The static deformation density is considerably flattened as a

result of the thermal smearing, even at liquid nitrogen

-05*
Ν

Figure 6.5

The deformation density in
the SCN~ group:
a. the dynamic density in-

cluding librations and
parameters as in NaSCN-
150°K;

b. the dynamic density
neglecting librations;

c. the density observed in
NaSCN-150°K.
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ίο-

Figure 6.6

The deformation density in
the SCN group:
a. the dynamic density in-

cluding librations and
parameters as in NaSCN-
81°K;

b. the density observed in
NaSCN-81°K.

-05

temperature and the lone-pair peaks are more reduced than the

bond peaks.

2. The experimental density in the CN bond is in excellent agreement

with the dynamic deformation density for all structures studied

in this work.

The experimental density in the nitrogen lone-pair is considerably

too low in those cases where atomic parameters were obtained from

high order X-ray data, even if data have been collected up to

sin9/A = 1.20 A~ . This is assumed to be the result of a consider-

able contribution of the nitrogen lone-pair electrons to the high

order reflections, leading to erroneous parameters in a high

order least-squares refinement.

A much sir-aller discrepancy is found in NH.SCN where neutron para-

meters were available. Here the discrepancy has to be attributed

to the series termination effect only.

3. The experimental density in the CS bond is considerably lower

than the dynamic density, especially in NaSCN and to a smaller

extent in NH SCN. Part of this effect may be due to the too short

length of the CS bond in the Hartree-Fock calculation, while

charge transfer may also have some influence.

A net charge of -1.0 electron has been assigned to the SCN group

in the quantum theoretical calculation, whereas the population

analysis, described in Chapter 5, indicates a considerably

smaller net charge.

The charge migration was found to be the smallest in NaSCN, in

agreement with the lowest CS bond peak in that compound.

4. Reduction of the thermal motion in the NaSCN structure results in
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a substantial increase in detail in the time-averaged deformation

density, especially at the nuclear positions and to a smaller ex-

tent in the bond and the lone'-pair regions. This increase in

detail is hardly reproduced in the experimental density. A

possible explanation is that series termination effects occur

in the experimental density, while they are not taken into account

in the theoretical density. As both thermal smearing and series

termination mostly affect the density regions with the steepest

curvature, the gain in detail obtained by temperature reduction

may be partly lost by an increase in series termination effects.

The series termination effect has to be accounted for in the

dynamic density to confirm this suggestion.

5. The dynamic density with the neglect of libration has been includ-

ed in Figure 6.5. Although the libration has a considerable ef-

fect on the thermal motion of the SCN group (see Tables 6.1 and

6.2), the effect on the deformation density is very small and not

significant with respect to the experimental errors in the deforma-

tion density. This may be of a practical interest, as the calcula-

tion of the time-averaged electron density will be considerably

simplified in general by neglect or an approximate treatment of

the libration.

Summarizing this chapter it can be concluded that the general agree-

ment between the experimental and the time-averaged theoretical de-

formation density, based on Hartree-Fock calculations, is fairly

good. Significant differences remain and have been attributed to

asphericity shifts in the high order X-ray parameters, series

termination effects and packing effects in the crystal, including

charge migration.
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SUMMARY

The determination of the electron density distribution in the solid

state by X-ray diffraction is the subject of this thesis.

In Chapter 1 the deformation density is defined as the electron

density change on the formation of a molecule. The procedure to

determine the deformation density experimentally from X-ray data is

discussed. The positions and thermal vibrations of the atomic nuclei

in the structure have to be known with great accuracy. These para-

meters may be obtained from neutron diffraction data or from X-ray

data at high diffraction angles.

In Chapter 2 a review is given of the experimental techniques and

data reduction methods used to obtain the accurate X .ay and neutron

diffraction data required for the electron density study.

The elucidation and refinement of the crystal structures adopted for

this work are described in Chapter 3. A discussion of each structure

is given. X-ray diffraction studies have been performed of 2,5-di-

mercaptothiadiazole (at 295°K), sodium cyanide dihydrate (at 150°K)r

sodium sulfanilate dihydrate (at 295 and 78°K) and sodium thiocyanate

(at 150 and 8l°K). Combined X-ray and neutron diffraction studies

have been performed of ammonium thiocyanate (at 81°K) and sulfamic

acid (at 78°K).

The distribution of the bonding electrons in these compounds is

analysed in Chapter 4. Significant bonding effects are observed on

the atomic parameters obtained by X-ray diffraction. These

asphericity shifts are fairly characteristic for the molecular group

in which they occur.

The deformation density is interpreted in terms of bond and lone-pair

peaks. The existence and location of these peaks provide direct in-

formation on the hybridization state of the atoms. The appearance

of the S-O, S-N and S-C bonds is very similar to bonds between first

row atoms. The deformation density in triple and single bonds has

rotational symmetry about the bond axis. The density in double and

partial double bonds is elongated when the molecular symmetry is not

rotational. Electron density studies show covalent bonding not to be

of major importance in the hydrogen bonds.
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In Chapter 5 the results of quantitative charge distribution

analyses are described. A projection of the electron density dis-

tribution in atomic charges is found to lead to very arbitrary

results. A study of the charge transfer among discrete structural

units is found to be more successful. The charge transfer has been

determined in the inorganic structures and has been found to be

considerably smaller than a straight ionic model would indicate.

A derivation of the molecular dipole moment of sulfamic acid from

the electron density distribution observed in the crystal, resulted

in a value significantly smaller than found in solution.

In Chapter 6 the deformation density observed in the CN and SCN

groups is compared with theoretical deformation densities for these

groups, time-averaged over the thermal vibrations.

The general agreement between experimental and theoretical results

is fairly good. Significant differences remain and have been at-

tributed to series termination effects, asphericity shifts in the

atomic parameters obtained from h? ̂α order X-ray data and charge

migration effects in the crystal.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift beschrijft de bepaling van de electronenverdeling

in kristallijne stoffen met behulp van röntgendiffractie.

In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt de deformatiedichtheid gedefinieerd. Deze cor-

respondeert met de verandering in de electronenverdeling als een

molecule gevormd wordt uit de afzonderlijke atomen. De deformatie-

dichtheid kan worden afgeleid van de structuurfactoren bepaald in

een röntgendiffractie experiment. Vereist is evenwel de nauwkeurige

kennis van de posities en de thermische vibraties van de atoomkernen

in de structuur. Deze parameters kunnen worden bepaald met neutronen-

diffractie of uit röntgenreflecties gemeten bij grote diffractie-

hoeken.

In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de meettechnieken en

correctietermen die zijn gebruikt bij het verkrijgen en de verwer-

king van de röntgen- en neutronendiffractie gegevens.

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de opheldering en de verfijning van de kris-

talstructuren die gekozen zijn voor dit werk. Iedere stuctuur wordt

in het kort besproken.

Röntgendiffractie experimenten zijn uitgevoerd aan 2,5-dimercapto-

thiadiazool (bij 295°K), natrium cyanide dihydraat (bij 150°K),

natrium sulfanilaat dihydraat (bij 295 en 78°K) en natrium thiocya-

naat (bij 150 en 8l°K). Gecombineerde röntgen- en neutronendiffrac-

tie experimenten zijn uitgevoerd aan ammonium thiocyanaat (bij 81 K)

en sulfaminezuur (bij 78°K)

De verdeling van de bindingselectronen in deze verbindingen wordt

geanalyseerd in Hoofdstuk 4. De atomaire parameters verkregen uit de

rontgenverfijningen zijn significant beïnvloed door de verdeling der

bindingselectronen. De richting van deze effecten is karakteristiek

voor de moleculaire groep waarin ze optreden.

De deformatiedichtheid is geïnterpreteerd aan de hand van bindings-

en 'lone-pair'pieken. Deze pieken leiden tot inzicht in de hybridi-

satietoestand van de atomen. De verdeling van de bindingselectronen

in de S-0, S-K en S-C bindingen is van dezelfde aard als die gevon-

den in bindingen tussen eerste rij atomen.
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De deformatiedichtheid in drievoudige en enkele bindingen vertoont

rotatie symmetrie rond de bindingsas. De dichtheid in dubbele of

gedeeltelijk dubbele bindingen daarentegen heeft een elliptische

doorsnede in een vlak loodrecht op de bindingsas, tenzij het molecule

lineair is. Analyse van de electronenverdeling in waterstofbruggen

geeft aan dat deze binding geen noemenswaardig covalent karakter

heeft.

Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de resultaten van een kwantitatieve analyse

van de verdeling van de lading. Een poging de electronenverdeling

samen te vatten in ladingen per atoom leidt tot nogal arbitraire

resultaten. Een analyse in termen van ladingsoverdracht tussen dis-

crete moleculaire eenheden, leidt tot een bruikbaarder resultaat.

De ladingsoverdracht in anorganische structuren is bepaald en blijkt

aanzienlijk kleiner te zijn dan een zuiver ionogeen model aangeeft.

Een afleiding van het moleculaire dipoolmoment van sulfaminezuur

uit de waargenomen electronenverdeling in de kristallijne fase,

leidt tot een belanjrijk kleinere waarde dan die gemeten in een op-

lossing.

In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt de waargenomen deformatiedichtheid in de CN en

SCN groepen vergeleken met theoretische deformatiedichtheden, tijd-

gemiddeld over de thermische vibraties.

De overeenstemming tussen de gemeten en de experimentele resultaten

is in het algemeen goed. Significante verschillen blijken evenwel

op te treden en deze worden toegeschreven aan afbreekeffecten bij

de Fourier synthese van de electronenverdeling, aan bindingseffec-

ten op de atomaire parameters, die ontleend zijn aan de hoge orde

röntg&ngegevens en aan effecten ten gevolge van ladingsoverdracht

in de kristallen.
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